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Abstract—Precise friend recommendation is an important6
problem in social media. Although most social websites provide7
some kinds of auto friend searching functions, their accuracies8
are not satisfactory. In this paper, we propose a more precise9
auto friend recommendation method with two stages. In the first10
stage, by utilizing the information of the relationship between11
texts and users, as well as the friendship information between12
users, we align different social networks and choose some “possible13
friends.” In the second stage, with the relationship between image14
features and users, we build a topic model to further refine the15
recommendation results. Because some traditional methods, such16
as variational inference and Gibbs sampling, have their limitations17
in dealing with our problem, we develop a novel method to find18
out the solution of the topic model based on series expansion.19
We conduct experiments on the Flickr dataset to show that the20
proposed algorithm recommends friends more precisely and faster21
than traditional methods.22

Index Terms—Friend recommendation, series expansion, topic23
model.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

FRIEND recommendation is a primary function in social26

network services and aims to recommend new social links27

for each user. Today when we lodge on the main social web-28

site such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn etc., we receive29

many recommendations of online friends. Seeing and hearing30

what the friends look at and listen to, or sharing our experience31

with our friends is an unparalleled experience. However, the32

decision of making friends is a complex human behaviour and33

can be affected by many different factors such as age, gender,34

location, interest [1], etc. As a consequence, similar to real life,35
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finding a good on-line friend is not easy without the help of good 36

recommendations. Traditional friend recommendations widely 37

applied by Facebook and Twitter are often based on common 38

friends and similar profiles such as having the same hobbies or 39

studying in the same fields. These methods usually provide a 40

long ranked possible friend list, but the recommendation preci- 41

sion is usually not satisfactory due to its complexity. 42

Nowadays people are commonly retained in a multi-resource 43

environment, and usually do not seek friends based on only 44

one kind of information anymore. Recently cross domain friend 45

recommendation technologies have been extensively explored 46

[2]–[4]. [2] applies a matrix factorisation method to combine 47

the image and text information, [3] considers the proximity and 48

homophily information for synthesised recommendation, and 49

[4] specifies individuals’ requirements from different domains. 50

Most of these papers utilise information from different resources 51

simultaneously for recommendation. In this paper, we approach 52

this recommendation problem in a different way by utilizing the 53

multi-domain information in different stages for a more precise 54

recommendation. 55

The reason why we apply the multi-stage friend recommenda- 56

tion scenario lies in the complexity of multi-source information 57

and the decision making behaviour of people. For example, an 58

individual might make an on-line friend because they discuss a 59

hard mathematical problem, or it is possible that he/she makes 60

a friend because they both enjoy a film. The reason for friend 61

making might be very diverse. It would be relatively difficult if 62

we consider different factors together at the same time for rec- 63

ommendation. In our opinion, it is more convenient and clearer 64

to analyse these factors step by step, rather than to deal with such 65

cross-domain information as a whole. By untwisting the differ- 66

ent factors in the recommendation procedure and analysing each 67

factor in depth, a more precise recommendation performance is 68

expected. As a consequence, we apply a two-stage framework to 69

synthesise heterogeneous information from different domains. 70

In this paper, we concentrate on the widely-used image 71

and image-related experience sharing website Flickr, where 72

individuals can upload photos and tags for sharing as well as 73

make online friends (Flickr Contact) and join communities 74

(Flikr Group). Tag (text) information is quite useful for friend 75

recommendation since it is simple and direct. For example, 76

two individuals that both have interest in tags “travel” and 77

“historical people” have higher probability to be friends with 78
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each other. Text-based friend recommendation have been suc-79

cessfully developed in [5], [6]. We apply the text information80

in our first stage.81

Image information is also helpful for friend recommenda-82

tion. On the other hand, image information is vaguer and more83

complex for this task. For example, it is hard to claim that two84

individuals who both enjoy some vivid and colourful photos,85

or some photos of beautiful women have the higher probability86

to be friends. As a consequence, in our algorithm, we utilise87

the image information as a supplementary source in the second88

stage of the algorithm, to refine the result of the first stage.89

In the first stage, similar to [5], based on the correlation of90

different networks, we align the tag-similarity network to friend91

network to obtain a possible friend list. Specifically, we consider92

each user as one node in a graph, and we crawl the uploaded93

tags from each user and calculate the tag similarity between94

any two users as the edges to form a tag-similarity network.95

On the other hand, we also obtain the friendship information96

in Flickr, and if two users have friendship with each other, we97

add an edge between the two to form a contact network. In this98

way we build a tag-similarity network and a contact network99

that have the same nodes but different topologies. Because the100

tag-similarity network and contact network on Flickr are related101

to each other, we dig their correlation by choosing important tag102

features, to make the tag-similarity network more similar to the103

contact network. In this way, the chosen tag features provide a104

guideline for friend recommendation. This stage makes a mass105

election of possible friends.106

In the second stage, to overcome the problem that the mass107

election considering only the tag information might not be pre-108

cise, we build a topic model to illustrate the relationship between109

user’s friend making behaviour and the image features they have110

uploaded. This stage refines the list obtained in the first stage.111

The main reason for applying a topic model in our second stage112

lies in the fact that the topic model has the ability to tell on what113

probability a user would prefer a photo/item/friends.114

The probabilistic topic model discovers the abstract “topics”115

that occur in a collection of documents/datasets, and it has116

been widely used in recommendation systems [7]–[9]. By117

introducing some latent variables and applying the Bayesian118

rule, it is conceptually easy to combine information from119

different domains and make specific recommendations [7], [9].120

Generally it assumes that people’s various behaviours such as121

shopping, posting and friend making are controlled by some122

latent topics. Certain people have particular bias on different123

latent topics. For an individual that acts differently in different124

domains, his/her latent interest topic might be similar. For125

example, a user who posts many different photos about food126

on Flickr might have higher probability to be interested in the127

topic of cooking, and thus it is reasonable to recommend some128

kitchenware to him/her on Amazon. Furthermore, the topic129

model provides a relatively precise probability to show to what130

extent an individual is interested in a topic, and thus makes it131

easy for further recommendation.132

In this paper, we propose a topic model to correlate the data133

about the Flickr image information and the contact information.134

Compared with some previously cross-domain topic models,135

our model is more compact with less parameters, which leads136

to some computational convenience. Briefly, we assume that the 137

attractiveness of photos is controlled by a latent variable, and 138

individuals’ photo uploading behaviours and their friend making 139

behaviours are controlled by some other latent variables. By 140

determining the values of these latent variables we can predict 141

individuals’ friends. 142

However, it is often not easy to find the solution of a topic 143

model when different domains are concerned, for it involves the 144

integrals of several coupled random variables, which is a com- 145

plicated mathematical problem in general [10]. Two methods are 146

widely used to deal with this problem: Gibbs sampling [11] and 147

variational inference [10], or the combination of the two [12]. 148

Although applied successfully in many cases, both of them have 149

some disadvantages: for Gibbs sampling, it is inefficient for large 150

count values since it requires averaging over many samples to 151

reduce variance; for variational inference, though it is efficient 152

to deal with large scale data, the variational step makes it hard 153

to control the precision when approximating the integrals when 154

making the Bayesian inference. In this paper, with the help of 155

Mellin and inverse Mellin transform, we propose a novel way 156

based on series expansion to calculate the coupled integrals that 157

are required in the Bayesian inference. 158

Matrix factorization (MF) method can be also applied to deal 159

with the cross domain recommendation problems [13], [14]. 160

It decomposes different social networks into latent vectors to 161

find the important factors that influence individuals’ social 162

behaviours, and make recommendations based on these latent 163

factors. However, it lacks a mechanism to draw the complete 164

distributions of the whole social network, and thus might lead 165

to some local optimum. Our proposed method provides a way 166

to describe the whole distribution of the social network, to 167

perform a better recommendation. 168

To sum up, we build a two-stage friend recommendation sys- 169

tem based on text and image data: in the first stage, we apply 170

tag-user information to get a possible friend list, and in the 171

second stage we refine the list by utilizing the image-user infor- 172

mation. Our main contributions are as follows: Firstly, we build 173

a compact topic model to analyse the relationship of the data 174

from different domains. Secondly, we propose a novel method 175

based on the study of the distribution of algebra of random vari- 176

ables to find a solution of the model. The solution is given in a 177

series expansion form, and can lead to more precise solutions 178

of the model. As far as we know,this is the first time to solve 179

a topic model from the aspect of integral series expansion. We 180

also make comprehensive experiments to show the effectiveness 181

of our method. 182

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II out- 183

lines related work. Section III introduces our system framework. 184

Section IV gives the detailed explanation of our series expansion 185

method. Section V evaluates the performance of our method 186

and some analysis is made according to the results. Lastly, 187

Section VI concludes our work. 188

II. RELATED WORK 189

Our work in this paper is mainly related to the following re- 190

search fields: friend recommendation, topic model, and algebra 191

of random variables. 192
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A. Friend Recommendation193

Friend recommendation is a relative challenging issue com-194

pared with item or group recommendations, for there might195

be various reasons for two persons to become friends, and on-196

line and offline friendships are quite different. Recently, [15]197

even provides some method to distinguish the online and offline198

friends.199

[6] makes a survey of individuals’ daily life, and then sum-200

marises the reports as their “life styles” using latent Dirichlet201

allocation algorithm (LDA). [8] collects individuals’ posts in202

Micro-blogs and arranges them in a chronological order. By203

building a temporal-topic model it can recommend different204

friends to each user at different time, as the user’s interest205

changes from time to time. [16] utilises the information from206

different platforms (Flickr, Twitter, Google+, etc) to alleviate the207

sparsity problem of social networks, the idea is that Google+ can208

provide a information bridge between these different social plat-209

forms. In this paper, We dig the friend recommendation problem210

deep by considering multimedia information one platform, and211

applying a two-step scenario to refine the result.212

1) Cross-Domain Recommendation: As mentioned in213

Section I, individuals’ decision of making friends are often214

multi-dimensional. As a result, recently many researchers con-215

sider friend recommendation based on cross-domain informa-216

tion. [17] considers the friend recommendation problem at217

working places and conferences, by utilising both users’ tem-218

poral location as well as their common friend information. [2]219

combines three aspects of each user’s information: the items220

one likes, the friends one has, and the groups one belongs to.221

Such information of different aspects is synthesised and inte-222

grated into one cost function. By optimizing the cost function,223

the heterogeneous data are fused for item, group and friend rec-224

ommendations. In [16], individuals that have both accounts in225

Flickr, Twitter and Google+ are collected to build the relation-226

ship of the two social websites. The common behaviours of each227

user in Flickr and Twitter are analysed and the friend recom-228

mendation of the two domain is made based on these common229

behaviours.230

[4] divides the different data in Flickr into two classes:231

interaction data(comments, making favorite photos) and232

similarity data(common friends, groups, tags, geo, visual), and233

applies these two classes of data comprehensively to estimate234

the strength of the ties between users. [18] utilises Flickr235

social relations for further multimedia recommendation. It236

builds a topic model to combine the image, text, and friendship237

information to discovery individuals’ preferences. The topic238

model is solved via Gibbs sampling.239

For the works listed above, the data from different domains240

are processed simultaneously or fused together to get the final241

recommendation result. On the one hand, the above methods242

take the advantage that data from different domains might be243

related to each other; On the other hand, these methods combine244

the cross-domain information in one step ([16]) or synthesise245

it in one cost function ([2]), thus usually can not give a good246

explanation of how the data from a specific domain contribute247

to the final recommendation result, and the twisted data from248

different domains often makes the problem more complex. To 249

have a better understanding of the effectiveness of the data from 250

each domain, in this paper, we design a two-step recommenda- 251

tion that in each step we utilise the data from one domain. 252

2) Multistage Recommendation: Existing multi-stage rec- 253

ommendations are usually applied to find some patterns of users 254

or items. For example, in [19], a two-stage mobile recommen- 255

dation is proposed to help users find the correct events. The first 256

stage clusters people according to their profile similarity and 257

the second stage discovers the event-participating pattern. [20] 258

designs the first stage to find some related resources that one 259

user requires, and the second stage is used to find some patterns 260

that the user might prefer from the previous stage for further 261

recommendation. Both [19] and [20] can handle the cold-start 262

problem well but do not consider much about the cross-domain 263

problem. 264

In this paper we apply a different strategy: in the first stage, 265

some relatively good results are chosen by observing the text 266

data; then we refine the results in our second stage, with the help 267

of image data. In our previous paper [21], we provide a two-stage 268

recommendation and each stage utilises data from different do- 269

mains by alignment and co-clustering. However, co-clustering 270

method lacks the ability to tell the intimacy distance between 271

two individuals exactly but only to group people roughly with 272

similar properties, and thus can not make precise recommen- 273

dation. To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose a 274

probabilistic topic model in the second stage for a better recom- 275

mendation. We also provide a novel and more precise method 276

to solve the topic model problem. 277

B. Probabilistic Topic Model 278

In the second stage of our model, a topic model is applied to 279

get a more precise recommendation. 280

1) Topic Model in Recommendation: The probabilistic topic 281

model is a successful approach solving the problem for infor- 282

mation retrieval[10] and recommendation[7]–[9]. For example, 283

[8] recommends temporary friends to users by building models 284

that contain latent variables that illustrate users’ interests change 285

with time. 286

By assuming some latent factors it is conceptually easy to 287

build the relationships among different domains. [7] designs a 288

model that connects the Flickr and Foursquare data for image, 289

topic and item recommendation. It assumes that both domains 290

have some common latent factors and each domain also has its 291

own latent factors, and the users’ activities on these two plat- 292

forms are the synergism of all these factors. Gibbs sampling is 293

applied to find the value of the latent factors. [9] considers the 294

friendships and the votings on the large Film rating website. To 295

predict individual’s flavour about films his/her social relation- 296

ships and scores of films are combined with some latent factors. 297

Variational methods are applied to solve the model. 298

To make the model to illustrate the situation of the real world 299

more accurately and reasonably, both [7] and [9] make many 300

assumptions of the latent topic and thus contain many un- 301

known parameters to infer: [9] contains more than 10 unknown 302
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parameters and [7] has more than 30. The presence of so many303

unknown variables not only greatly increases the complexity of304

the algorithm, but also leads to other problems such as over-305

fitting or redundancies. In this paper we build the model in a306

more compact manner.307

2) Gibbs Sampling, Variational Inference and Matrix Fac-308

torization: Due to the coupling of latent variables, the direct309

inference is usually impossible for a specific topic model. Gen-310

erally there are two methods to find a solution for topic model:311

Gibbs sampling [22] and variational inference [10]. For some312

complex multivariate probability distributions, to determine the313

parameters of the distribution, direct sampling is difficult. Gibbs314

sampling samples the marginal distribution of one variable each315

time, and iteratively samples all the marginal distributions. The316

variational method, on the other hand, approaches the solution317

by approximating the original complex distribution with a fac-318

torised one, which is easier to handle.319

As stated in Section I, both of the two methods have some320

weaknesses: Gibbs sampling has difficulties in handling big data321

problems, and the variational method can not determine if the322

approximation is close to the original one. Some researchers323

consider combining the two in one problem: In [12], small324

counts of data are sampled and the variational method is ap-325

plied to update large counts, which improves the performance326

on the large dataset. However, how accurate the approximation327

of variational method is not yet discussed in [12]. In this pa-328

per, we propose a new solution to a topic model by directly329

calculating the distribution of the latent variables.330

Compared with the above two methods, MF-based method331

also assumes some latent variables but instead of determining332

the marginal distribution of the observed data, it factorizes the333

observed data into different latent factors, which leads to some334

computational convenience and efficiency. Both of [13] and [14]335

utilize user friendship network and user-item network and ob-336

tain some latent factors that show the preference of individuals.337

The recommendations based on these latent factors are rela-338

tively effective. On the other hand, they do not try to find the339

probabilistic distribution of the network and all of these meth-340

ods apply some gradient descent methods, that are relatively341

easy to be trapped into a local optimum. Our method avoids this342

drawback by deducing the distribution of the whole probabilistic343

model.344

C. Algebra of Random Variables345

The essential problem of our approach in this paper is to346

get the exact mathematical expression of the coupling of differ-347

ent random variables, mainly the sum and product of random348

variables. These problems were extensively discussed in the349

1950s to 1970s year, last century, during which time the random350

process was a hot research topic but the computer simulation351

technology was not well developed. In [23]–[25], the products352

of typical distributions such as Beta, Gamma and Rayleigh are353

discussed. Most of these works utilise the Mellin transform354

[26] as the essential tool for deducing. [27] gives a good sum-355

mary of these works and also discusses the distribution of the356

sum of random variables. The algebra of random variables has357

also been studied recently in certain fields such as wireless358

Fig. 1. Two-stage system illustration.

communication in [28] and [29]. These works show that the 359

product and quotient of random variables with certain distribu- 360

tions can be expressed analytically. We will mainly apply some 361

of the results in [25], [27] later in our work. As Gaussian distri- 362

bution has some good properties(its domain of definition is all 363

the real values, and has a central point, etc.) we assume that our 364

latent variables to be Gaussian distributed. 365

III. SYSTEM MODEL 366

The main framework of our model is shown in Fig. 1, which 367

contains two stages: In the first stage, network alignment is 368

applied to generate a possible friend list, by correlating the tag 369

and contact data in Flickr; In the second stage, the user-uploaded 370

image features generate some topics by utilising a probabilistic 371

topic model, and a new method is developed to solve the model 372

for precise friend recommendation. 373

A. First Stage: Network Alignment 374

The detailed alignment method has been discussed in [5]. 375

The following is an introduction of its basic idea. An individual 376

may join different social networks for different purposes. For 377

example, one may at the same time join a football fan network for 378

physical practice and a restaurant information sharing network 379

to look for the best food. He/she plays different social roles 380

in these different networks, and might make different friends. 381

However, these different social roles for one individual are not 382

independent, but related to each other.(The man might look 383

for some food that helps quickly recuperate after hard physical 384

practice). The motivation for social network alignment lies on 385

the fact that these different networks, though having different 386

edges (relationships), are usually related to each other. Taking 387

Flickr as an example, according to the uploaded-tag-similarity 388

of each user and their contact list, a tag similarity network and a 389

contact network are formed. Although the topologies of the two 390

networks are not the same, they are related to each other, for 391

users uploading similar tags on Flickr have higher probability 392

to make friends with each other. By digging the correlation of 393
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the topologies of different networks we may make inference for394

the knowledge from one domain to another.395

Specifically, we align the Flickr tag-similarity network with396

the contact network, so that after the alignment, one tight edge397

between two users in the tag similarity network would imply398

that these two users have higher probability to have contact399

with each other. We align the tag-similarity network with the400

contact network by selecting important tag features. The reason401

we apply feature selection here lies in the phenomenon that402

when we look for online friends, it is common that we do not403

take care of all the factors of a person but concentrate on certain404

points that would interest ourselves. As an example, a traveller405

might post his photos with the following tags: “Sydney”, “Blue406

Mountain”, “great view”, and “street”. Among these tags some407

people might contact him/her for some more details about the408

experiences in ‘’Sydney” and ‘’Blue Mountain”, but seldom409

would have interests about “great view” or “street” because410

they are too common. We can treat these two tags as redundancy411

for friend making. Based on this observation, we believe that412

some Flickr tags can be more indicative in the task of friend413

recommendation, because they are more important to reflect the414

connections on the contact network. We can treat these tags as415

important features for friend recommendation. Inspired by this416

phenomenon, we design a method to choose some important417

features that are more helpful for friend making decision.418

Mathematically, assume that the feature selection matrix to be419

W, the known tag-user matrix to be X, the tag distance matrix420

to be L, and the first d eigenvector-matrix of the contact network421

to be V, the important feature can be obtained by solving the422

following problem:423

min
W

‖XW − V‖ + μtr(WT XT LXW) + λ‖W‖2,1. (1)

The first term of (1) aligns the tag-similarity network to the con-424

tact network so that they become more similar to each other, and425

the second term preserves the local structure of the original tag-426

similarity network. The third term is for regularization. In this427

way the tag feature selection matrix W makes the topology of428

the tag-similarity network more similar to the contact network,429

while preserving the topology of the tag-similarity network as430

much as possible. In other words, we align the tag-similarity431

network to the contact network. By comparing the similarity of432

two users on the those important tags we can generate a possible433

friend list for each user. The solution of W in (1) is discussed434

more thoroughly in [5].435

B. Second Stage: Topic Model436

In the previous stage we get a possible friend list by con-437

sidering the correlation between the tag and contact networks438

on Flickr. However, as the real world friend relationship is af-439

fected by many factors[1], one stage is usually not enough for440

a precise friend recommendation. In the following stage, we441

introduce the image data as auxiliary information to refine the442

recommendation list.443

We apply the topic model to combine the image data and the444

friendships in Flickr. It is common sense that a person uploads445

a photo on Flickr because he/she likes the photo. Why does446

Fig. 2. Probabilistic topic model combining image-user network and contact
network.

he/she like the photo? We assume that in one’s mind, some la- 447

tent interest factors control his/her taste of image. For example, 448

some people like colourful, vivid photos, while others prefer 449

spectacular or imposing ones; children enjoy comic-style pic- 450

tures while adults have more interests in realistic-style paintings; 451

young women pay much attention to photos of beautiful clothes 452

while young men to electrical devices. These latent factors are 453

determined by various aspects such as age, gender, living expe- 454

riences, etc. and can not be observed or simply summarised. We 455

assume individuals’ interest latent factor to be v. Each image 456

contains the factors that attract people, such as colour, line, or 457

history, which we assume to be a. The correlation of v and a 458

determines whether a user would upload an image. 459

Similarly, we assume that each user exhibits some attractive 460

factors during his/her activities in Flickr such as uploading pho- 461

tos, writing descriptions of photos and making comments, etc. 462

We also summarise these attractive factors with the third latent 463

variable b. Notice that the same user’s interest latent factor v 464

and attractive factor b are not the same. The combination of b 465

and v determines whether two users should make friends with 466

each other. For simplicity we view them as independent from 467

each other. The topic model is shown in Fig. 2. 468

In Fig. 2, C and I stand for the 0 − 1 contact network and 469

image-user network, respectively. C is an n× n matrix where 470

n is the number of users. I is an n× f matrix where f stands 471

for the number of total features. For C, if user k and user j are 472

friends with other, then Ckj equals one, and zero otherwise. For 473

I, if the uploaded photos of user i contain an image feature j, 474

then Iij equals one, and zero otherwise. a stands for image factor, 475

and b stands for individuals’ social interest factor, respectively. v 476

stands for individuals’ common interest factor that has effect on 477

both his choice of images and friends.NI andNC stand for zero- 478

mean additive noises. The relationship can be mathematically 479

expressed as follows: 480

Iij = ai × vj + NIij,Ckj = bk × vj + NCkj. (2)

We assume that all the latent random variables ai , bk and 481

vj are Gaussian distributed with the parameters of means and 482

variances of μa , σa , μb , σb , μv , and σv , respectively. The reason 483

we choose Gaussian distribution is as follows: Although some 484

other distributions that are in the form of an H-function (such 485

as Beta, Gamma or Rayleigh distributions) would lead to some 486

calculation convenience [27], we assume Gaussian distribution 487

here because it is defined on the whole real domain and contains 488
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negative values and has a central point, while other distributions489

such as Beta are only defined on the positive real domain.490

The coupling between random variables a, b and v makes491

the integral of (2) often intractable. Traditional methods dealing492

with (2) contain Gibbs sampling [11] and variational inference493

[10]. Gibbs sampling meets with difficulties when the data scale494

is large, and the variational method applies some approximation495

that the precision is hard to control. In the following we develop496

a new approach to solve (2) that is based on Mellin transform497

and series expansion.498

IV. SERIES EXPANSION499

A. Product of Gaussian Random Variables500

When dealing with the distribution of product of random501

variables, the Mellin transform is an essential tool [27]. We take502

the first equation in (2) to explain its basic idea. For simplicity503

we first neglect the noise term Nij (its effectiveness is to be504

discussed later) and we have Iij = aivj for two random variables505

ai and vj with different probability distribution functions. One506

useful property for Mellin transofrm is: the Mellin transform of507

the product of two probability density functions (PDF) is equal508

to the product of the Mellin transforms of their PDFs.509

Mathematically, we recall the following rule [27]: If ai and510

vj are two non-negative random variables with the PDFs fa(ai)511

and fv (vj ), their product Iij = aivj has a distribution h(Iij),512

and then the Mellin transform of h(Iij) is precisely the product513

of Mellin transform of fa(ai) and fv (vj ), respectively. The514

expression is given as515

M(h(Iij)) = M(fa(ai))M(fv (vj )) (3)

where the Mellin transform and its inverse of an analytical func-516

tion f(x) are defined as follows:517

M(s) =

+∞∫

0

xs−1f(x)dx (4)

M−1(x) =
1

2πi

c+i∞∫

c−i∞
x−sM(s)ds (5)

where c in (5) stands for an arbitrary real number. With the518

help of (3)–(5) and the known distribution of ai and vj , we can519

give an exact mathematical expression for distribution of the520

coupling of the two random variables ai and vi .521

In this way we can first deduce the Mellin transform of each522

of the distributions, then make product of the two, and finally523

inverse the Mellin transform to get the final product distribution.524

In this way, we first calculate the distribution of I in (2).525

From the previous assumption we know that ai , bk and vj526

follow the Gaussian distribution with mean μai , μbk , μvj and527

the variance σai , σbk , σvj . We further take the symbol of fai , fbk528

and fvj as their PDFs. We first do the Mellin transform on ai 529

and vj separately to get M(fa(ai)) and M(fv (vj )), and then 530

we product them and do the inverse Mellin transform to finally 531

get the distribution of product of two random variables, which 532

is the distribution of the variables in image-user matrix I. The 533

details are given in [27] and [25], which provide two equivalent 534

expressions for the distribution of two Gaussian random vari- 535

ables. We apply the expression from [25] and the details are 536

briefly outlined in the following. 537

To calculate the distribution of Iij = aivj with Gaus- 538

sian random variables ai and vj , we take the Mellin tran- 539

form of fa(ai) and fv (vj ). Notice that according to (4), 540

the positive and negative parts of the distribution of ai and 541

vj should be considered separately. We apply the property 542

that the Mellin transform of the standard Gaussian distri- 543

bution is Gamma function[30]: M{e−x2 /2} = 2s/2−1Γ(s/2), 544

and a non-central Gaussian distribution can be expressed as 545

a standard Gaussian distribution multiplied by a series in the 546

form: e−
1
2 (x−μ)2

= e−μ
2 /2 ∑∞

j=0
1
j !μ

jxj e−x
2 /2 . If we define 547

the following: 548

ai1 = max(ai, 0), vi1 = max(vj , 0)

ai2 = min(ai, 0), vi2 = min(vj , 0)

Iij−1 = ai1vi1 , Iij−2 = ai1vv2

Iij−3 = ai2vv1 , Iij−4 = ai2vj2 .

And we also define the probability distribution function of 549

Iij−1 , Iij−2 , Iij−3 , and Iij−4 to be h1(Iij), h2(Iij), h3(Iij) and 550

h4(Iij), respectively. Following the methods of [25], and taking 551

Iij−1 as an example, we have 552

MIi j −1 (s) =
∞∑
o=0

μ2o
ai

(2o)!

μ2o
vj

(2o)!
Γ2(s). (6)

To get the distribution of Iij−1 , we do the inverse Mellin 553

transform of (6) as: 554

h1(Iij) =
∞∑
o=0

(
1

2πi

)∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
(y2)−s

μ2o
ai

2o!

μ2o
vj

2o!
Γ2(s+ o)ds.

(7)
Equation (7) is an integral on half of the complex plane. Ac- 555

cording to Residue Theorem [31], the solution is expressed 556

with the infinite residues that are related to the poles on the 557

real plane. By calculating the residues we get (8), shown at 558

the bottom of the page, where C1 = 1
π e

− 1
2 (

μ 2
a i

σ a i
+

μ 2
v j

σ v j
)
, C2 = 559(

( 1
(2o)! )

2(2μ
2
a i

σa i

μ2
v j

σv j
)o
)
, and ψ(1) is the Euler-Mascheroni con- 560

stant. 561

Similarly we should also consider the case of h2(Iij) for 562

a > 0 ∩ v < 0, h3(Iij) for a < 0 ∩ v > 0, and h4(Iij) for a < 563

h1(Iij) = C1

[ ∞∑
o=0

C2
∞∑
s=o

[
(Iij)2s∏s−o−1

t=0 (−s+ o+ t)2

(
2ψ(1) − 2

s−o−1∑
w=0

1
−s+ o+ w

)
− (Iij)2s ln((Iij)2)∏s−o−1

w=0 (−s+ o+ w)2

]]
(8)
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0 ∩ v < 0. To sum up, we have564

h(Iij) = h1(Iij) + h2(Iij) (y > 0)

= h3(Iij) + h4(Iij) (y < 0). (9)

In a similar manner we can give the expression for h(Ckj)565

Here we give a short discussion about this series. In the first566

place, this is basically an alternating and power series [32] with567

infinite terms, with some of the terms multiplied with a logarithm568

factor. This is a series that when the sequence number of the569

term increases, the absolute value of the term increases. Some570

of the terms are positive and some are negative, and the sum571

of the terms eventually becomes convergent, as discussed in572

[33]. However, similar to some of the convergent Taylor series,573

when the absolute value of the series terms is large, these series574

converge only when the term number of the series is also large.575

In order to make the series to converge rapidly with relatively a576

small number of terms, in practice, we may normalise the value577

of Iij to be relatively small (In the experiments, the ground truth578

of Iij and Cij are 0 or 1, which is small enough).579

B. Additive Noise580

From Fig. 2 we see that after the products of a, v and b,581

v, the results should also add a bias value or noise to get the582

value of Iij and Ckj . In practice it can be interpreted as all 583

the outer environmental influences other than the users and the 584

items. For example, the change of seasons for the favour of 585

clothing, or the change of temperature for the preference of 586

food, etc. Mathematically the PDF of two independent random 587

variables are the convolution of their PDFs of the two [27]. In 588

our case, we can simply consider the environmental influences 589

NI and NC to be independent from the image factor a, social 590

attractive factor b and individual’s latent factor v. For simplicity 591

we assume the additive noise of NI and NC to be Gaussian 592

distributed with zero mean and variance of σNi and σNc , re- 593

spectively. Taking Iij for example, from (8) we see that the most 594

important calculation is the convolution of the Gaussian function 595

from additive noise e−I2
i j /σ

2
N i and the term Iij

2s log(Iij
2) from 596

(8), which is formally written as follows: 597

d2(Iij) = e−I2
i j /σN i ∗ I2s

ij ln(I2
ij). (10)

By calculating the convolution we see (10) can be expressed as 598

follows: 599

d2(Iij) = Iij
2s+2

(
ln Iij

2

2s+ 2
− 1

(2s+ 2)2

)
e

(−I i j
2 )

σ N i . (11)

In this way we can get a series expression of (9). 600

h (Iij) =
1
π
e
− 1

2

(
μ 2

a i
σ a i

+
μ 2

v j
σ v j

)⎡
⎢⎣
⎡
⎢⎣

∞∑
t=0

(
1

(2t)!
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t (
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)t)∞∑
s=t

⎡
⎢⎣ I2s

ij e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏s−t−1
m=0 (−s+ t+m)2

(2ψ(1) − 2
s−j−1∑
m=0

1
−s+ t+m

− I2s
ij ln(I2

ij)∏s−t−1
i=0 (−s+ t+m)2

]
+

∞∑
r=0

∞∑
t=0

(
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t 1
(2r)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)r

+
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)t
1

(2r)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)r) r−i∑
s=t

×
[
I2s
ij

∏r−s−1
m=1 m∏s−j−1

q=0 −q − 1
ln(I2

ij)

]
+

∞∑
t=0

∞∑
r=t+1

⎛
⎝ 1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t 1
(2r)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)r

+
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)j
1

(2r)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)2r
⎞
⎠

×
∞∑
s=r

⎡
⎢⎣ I2s

ij (2ψ(1) −∑r−t−1
m=0

1
−s+t+m −∑s−t−1

q=r−t
2

−s+t+q )∏r−t−1
m=0 (−s+ t+m)

∏s−t−1
q=r−t

∏s−t−1
q=r−t(−s+ t+ q)2

− I2s
ij ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏r−j−1
i=0 (−s+ j + i)

∏s−j−1
k=r−1(−s+ j + k)2

⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦

±

⎡
⎢⎣

∞∑
k=0

(
1

(2k + 1)!
1

(2k + 1)!

) ∞∑
s=k

⎡
⎢⎣ (I2

ij)
s+1/2

∏s−q−1
m=0 (−s+ q +m)2

(
2ψ(1) − s

s−q−1∑
m=0

1
−s+ q +m

)
− (I2

ij)
s+1/2 ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏s−q−1
i=0 (−s+ q + i)2

⎤
⎥⎦

+
∞∑
p=1

p−1∑
q=0

⎛
⎝ 1

(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)(p+0.5)
(

2
μ2

vj

σvj

)p+0.5

+
1

(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)q+0.5
1

(2p+ 1)

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)p+0.5
⎞
⎠ p−1∑

s=q

×
[

(I2
ij)

(s+ 1/2)
∏p−s−m

m=1 (m)∏s−q−1
n=0 (−n− 1)

ln(I2
ij)

]
+

1
(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)q+0.5
1

(2p+ 1)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)p+0.5 ) ∞∑
s=p

×

⎡
⎢⎣ (I2

ij)
s+1/2(2ψ(1) −∑p−q−1

m=0
1

−s+q+1 −∑s−q−1
l=p−q

2
−s+q+ l )∏p−q−1

i=0 (−s+ q +m)
∏s−q−1

l=p−q (−s+ q + l)2
− (I2

ij)
s+1/2 ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏p−q−1
i=0 (−s+ q +m)

∏s−q−1
l=p−q (−s+ q + l)2

⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦

(12)
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS

μa i mean of image factor ai
μb k mean of individuals’ social attractive factor bk
μv j mean of individual’s interest factor vj
σN I variance of image noise NI

σN C variance of social noise NC

So the expression for the distribution of Iij considering the601

additive noise is given in (12), shown at the bottom of the page.602

In a similar way we can also obtain the distribution of Cjk .603

C. EM for Parameter Estimation604

Applying the above, we obtain the exact infinite expansion605

expression of the PDF. of I in a series form given in (12). The606

expression of Ckj can be obtained in a similar way. From (12)607

we can see that the exact value of μai and σai does not matter608

much, but the value of μ2
a i

σa i
matters. So we can assume that ai609

has standard derivation of 1, and we only need to calculate the610

average value of ai . Similarly, we also do not need to calcu-611

late σbk and σvj but only assume that vj and bk have standard612

derivation.613

All the parameters P are summarised in Table I. As men-614

tioned in Section IV-A, in the experiments, when we choose615

the starting point of the parameters not too large, we can make616

the series converge in a relatively small number of terms. Then617

we can apply the standard EM method to refine the parameters618

iteratively. Experimental result shows that the number of series619

terms can be no longer than 10 and after several EM iterations,620

the precision becomes stable.621

The EM training process is introduced as follows. For E step,622

Consider Eq.(12), which is the Equation we want to maximize623

by knowing the value of Iij , with respect to the parameters P as624

follow:625

max
P

h(I | P)). (13)

In the M step, we find the derivative of each parameter in P626

by fixing other parameters. Then we set the derivative to be zero627

to get the value for each parameter. The whole process goes628

until convergence.629

One problem to solve (12) is that (12) contains not only630

polynomial terms but also exponential terms for the parameters.631

For simplicity we can make an assumption that the parameters632

are relatively small, and then we can use the first several terms, or633

following [34] to get a polynomial expression of the parameters,634

to make (12) solvable.635

Another problem is that for some parameters such as μai , it636

contains infinity high order terms that makes the solution in-637

tractable. Again we can make the assumption that these param-638

eters to be smaller than one, and discard the high order terms.639

In practice we keep the terms whose orders are equal or lower640

than 4, and follow the method discussed in [35] to calculate the641

values of the parameters.642

From (12) we can obtain the parameters that related to the643

image-user matrix I, such as μai , μvj , and σNI . In a similar man-644

ner we can also get the parameters related to the contact matrix645

C, such as σNC , μbk , and also μvj . By iteratively updating these 646

parameters relating to the two matrix we can finally determine 647

the value of all the parameters. 648

After the EM iterations we fix all the parameters in Table I 649

and according these parameters we can make the final friend 650

recommendation. 651

D. Recommendation Method 652

When a new user i comes into the network, he/she may upload 653

some favourite photos as well as some tags. The recommenda- 654

tion procedure is divided in two stages. In the first stage, a list of 655

possible friends is generated according to the similarity of the 656

selected important tags. In the experiments, we put the top 200 657

users into the list. 658

In the second stage, according to the features of the images 659

uploaded by use i, we get the individuals’ interest factor vi of 660

this user. For a user k in the possible friend list obtained from the 661

first stage, we can also calculate his/her attractive and interest 662

factors bk . The similarity score of user i and k is obtained by 663

Sik = vibk . The higher the similarity score, the more likely that 664

they are to be friends. So we can rank the 200 users in the list 665

according to the similarity score with user i, and recommend 666

the top ones as user i’s friends 667

The whole procedure is given in Algorithm 1. 668

E. Complexity Analysis 669

The complexity analysis of our algorithm is also divided by 670

the two stages as follows: 671

Considering the first stage, the complexity of the network 672

alignment is mainly decided by two steps: the eigenvalue calcu- 673

lation and the inverse of the similarity matrix, which is given by 674

max(min{n, e}3 , dn2) as discussed in [5]. e stands for the num- 675

ber of total tags. As previous defined, n stands for the number 676

of users, and d stands for the first d eigenvectors. 677

To solve the topic model of the second stage, Assume together 678

we need to make L time iterations. in each iteration of the EM 679

step, assume that we calculate the first g terms of the series of 680

(12) (In practice we make g = 4). And it takes e steps to solve 681

a 4th order polynomial equation, as mentioned in Section IV-C. 682

Then the complexity would be of O(L ∗ e ∗ g ∗ (n ∗ f + n ∗ 683

n)), where f is the number of image features, as previously 684

defined. 685

V. EXPERIMENTS 686

In this section, we make experiments to show the advantage 687

of our proposed method. First, we introduce our social media 688

dataset, and then we discuss the results of our algorithm by com- 689

paring it with reference methods. We utilise a cluster containing 690

16 cores and 128G memories to run our experiments. 691

A. Dataset and Feature Extraction 692

We crawled a social network from the big image sharing site 693

Flickr. As the data set is quite large, a relatively unbiased dataset 694

was obtained. In total we crawled the data of 30000 users, and 695

for each user, we crawled all their photos, and tags of each photo. 696

In this paper we tried the SIFT feature and the deep network 697
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TABLE II
DATASET STATISTICS

Users 30000
Photos 1,356,293 photos from 30000 users
CNN features 4096
Contact 628,153 friend links among users
Tags 42,739 words after filtering

extracted features through an CNN autocoder realized by Caffe698

[36]. For the CNN features we follow the steps of the widely699

used AlexConvNet [37] and use the 4096 dimensional features700

vectors from the last full-connected layer. In most cases the CNN701

features performs better than the SIFT features, so we chose the702

CNN extracted features for the rest of our experiments. In the703

future we can also refine feature extraction method for better704

performance. We then crawled the user contact information to705

form the contact network. The contact information in Flickr706

was acquired by checking if a user added another user to his/her707

friend list, or vice versa. We crawled all the contacts between708

any two users in our dataset. A short summary of our dataset is709

given in Table II.710

B. Settings and Metrics711

Our task is to make precise contact information prediction.712

When a new user enters into the social network, we recommend713

new friends according to key words and photos that represent714

the user’s interests.715

In friend recommendation, assume we recommend T friends716

to each user. We use the existing contact information as the717

ground truth for training and testing. In the first stage, the pa-718

rameter μ of (1) is determined on the training set by a four-fold719

cross validation to find the best. The range for the parameter is:720

μ ∈ 10[−2:1:3] .721

We use the method summarised in Algorithm 1 to recommend722

friends to new users. We use the recommendation precision723

metrics to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In724

our experiment, precision is defined as the number of correctly725

recommended friends divided by all the recommended users.726

We also introduce the precision-recall curve to further show727

the advantage of our algorithm, where recall is defined as the728

number of the correctly recommended friends divided by the729

number of all friends.730

During our experiments we divide the whole usere set ran-731

domly into two groups: 4/5 of all the users are in the training732

set and the rest are in the test set. The important features in733

the first stage are selected on the training set, where the pa-734

rameters in the second stage are also trained. When a new user735

in the test set comes into the system with some uploaded tags736

and photos, T friends will be recommended to him/her from737

the training set. Assume that together we have recommended738

RecAll real friends to the test users (totally 6000 users), then739

the overall precision is calculated by RecAll/(6000 × T ). We740

adopt a five-fold cross validation to ensure that all the users are741

utilised as training and testing data once742

Algorithm 1: Two Stage Friend Recommendation.
Input:

tag feature matrix T, contact matrix C, image-user
matrix I, tag and image feature of the new user t and i,
the numbers of possible friends in Stage 1 and final
friends k1 and k, respectively

Output:
Friend recommendation list of the new friend

Training:
Stage I

1: Determine λ and μ in (1) via cross validation.
2: Solve (1) with the method in [5]

Stage II
3: Generate the expression of distribution of h[(12)] in

the form of series.
4: Apply EM method determining the parameters in

Table I
Testing:
5: Stage I: Use W calculated in Step 2 to obtain k1

possible friend list.
6: Stage II: Use the parameters in Step 4 to refine the final

recommendation friend list,recommend top k users

C. Reference Methods 743

The performance analysis of our first stage: network align- 744

ment methods can be seen in some previous related papers such 745

as [21], [5]. For the performance analysis of the second stage 746

in which the topic model method is applied, we choose several 747

widely-used methods for comparison. 748

The first is the variational method, which has been widely 749

applied in this decade for solving the Bayesian network prob- 750

lem[10]. Basically we apply the methods in [9] with some slight 751

modifications to our problem. 752

The second is the widely-used Gibbs sampling method, which 753

is also very popular in dealing with topic model. Compared with 754

the variational method, the idea of Gibbs sampling is simpler 755

but usually it has difficulty in dealing with large scale problems. 756

We apply the method based on [7] for comparison. 757

The third method is a co-clustering based method [21]. It is 758

not a topic model-based method, but has a relatively simpler 759

concept: In the second stage, we do co-clustering of image 760

features, users and tags to get a . We apply a simple ranking 761

method, similar to [21] for the final friend recommendation. 762

To further check the advantage of our method, we also com- 763

pare our whole two-stage recommendation algorithm with sev- 764

eral state-of-the-art recommendation systems. The first one is 765

based on matrix factorization(MF). MF method decomposes the 766

item-user or user-user matrix to infer the latent factors that catch 767

individuals’ interests and has been widely discussed for differ- 768

ent kinds of recommendation prolems[13], [14]. In this paper 769

we apply a recent method proposed in [14] for comparison, for 770

it jointly considers the information from two different domains. 771

Another recent method is based on Bayesian collaborative 772

filtering that takes the social connections into account, called 773

SBPR [38]. As a widely-used recommendation method, collab- 774

orative filtering assumes that two users that choose the same 775
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Fig. 3. Stage 2 recommendation precision comparison.

items behave similar on other items. Traditional collaborative776

filtering methods do not consider much about the social connec-777

tions between users. SBPR removes this drawback by taking the778

social connections into account by assigning a social coefficient779

to each user.1780

At last we consider a multi-network based algorithm for com-781

parison. When considering social multiple network problems,782

transition probability propagation is a method that is frequently783

used [39], [40]. We choose [39] as a reference method for the784

following reasons: 1) It considers the relationships of different785

networks, which is similar to our idea; 2) It uses the information786

of other networks for recommendation, which again has some787

similarities with ours. [39] enhances the links in one network788

and between different networks using a random walk propa-789

gation method. After a sufficient number of walks, it obtains790

the modified link weights between each user pair. We use the791

weights for friend recommendation.792

D. Experimental Results793

Here we report the results of our method for friend recom-794

mendation as follows.795

1) Performance of Series Expansion: In this experiment we796

compare the proposed series expansion method with the varia-797

tional, Gibbs sampling, and co-clustering methods in the second798

stage. We treat the performance of the first stage as the baseline.799

From Fig. 3 we can see that our method has the best perfor-800

mance for accurate recommendation. P@X stands for that each801

time we recommend the top X friends to users. Generally, the802

second stage improves the recommendation precision from only803

applying the first stage, illustrating the effectiveness and neces-804

sity of applying the two staged methods. Our proposed method805

improves about 5–7% compared with the performance of the806

first stage, and also makes about 2–3% improvement compared807

with the Gibss sampling method and the variational method.808

1The realization of [14] and [38] is based on the existing open-source Java
package LibRec at http://www.librec.net/.

Fig. 4. Recommendation precision and recall for stage 2.

The reason for the improvement mainly lies in that we apply an 809

exact expression to approach the PDF of the data, rather than an 810

approximation or sampling method. The co-clustering method 811

lacks the ranking ability and thus the performance is not good. 812

Fig. 4 illustrates the precision-recall curve of the proposed 813

and reference methods. Based on the result of the first stage, the 814

series expansion method achieves the highest performance(The 815

upper right line on the figure). We can see from Fig. 4 that when 816

precision or recall is fixed, we can achieve a 3–4% improvement 817

over the best reference methods. This means that the proposed 818

method can achieve both the highest precision and recall. This 819

experimental results shows that the series expansion method 820

can best approximate the real distribution of the data, and thus 821

makes the most precise recommendation. 822

On the other hand, the proposed method have also imposed 823

Gaussian distribution assumption to the latent variables a, b, and 824

v. This may also cause some negative effect although it can give 825

an analytic expression. It is worthy to make a depth observation 826

of the distribution of the latent variables in our future studies. 827

2) Performance of the Proposed Two-Stage Method: Now 828

we compare our two-stage method with some recently-proposed 829

recommendation systems as mentioned in V-C. The main results 830

for precision and precision-recall curve are shown in Figs. 5 831

and 6. 832

From Figs. 5 and 6 we can see that our system achieves 833

the best performance, compared with other state-of-the-art rec- 834

ommendation systems. In average, our system improves the 835

recommendation accuracy by about 3-4%, compared with the 836

second best one. MF based method [14] has the best perfor- 837

mance among all the reference methods, for it decomposes the 838

item-user and user-user matrix into different social factors in 839

a proper way. The reason that the proposed method performs 840

better than MF might lies in that the MF method does not con- 841

sider the whole distribution of the network and is trapped into 842

some local optimum. Collaborative filtering based method [38] 843

has slight lower performance than [14], the reason might be that 844

its assumptions about the users’ positive and negative feedback 845

are not very proper for the Flickr dataset. Finally, the random- 846

walk based method [39] has the lowest performance, since the 847
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Fig. 5. Two-stage recommendation precision compared with state-of-the-art
systems.

Fig. 6. Recommendation precision and recall compared with state-of-the-art
systems.

random walk algorithm is not accurate enough for precise friend848

recommendation.849

E. The Influence of Several Settings850

1) The Influence of Additional Noise: The introduction851

of the additive noise, as shown in Section IV-B, makes the852

model more precise. However, it also leads to complicated in-853

ferences and calculations. In the following experiment we study854

the influence of the additive noise. In Table III, we compare the855

recommendation accuracy of the model that contains the addi-856

tive noise and the model that does not contain the noise.857

From Table III we see that by considering the additive noise858

we get a precision gain of about 1–2%, which is useful in the859

case where a more precise result is required.860

TABLE III
INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVE NOISE

Precision(%) P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 P@25

Model With Noise 24.6 21.0 19.8 18.1 17.5
Model Without Noise 22.7 19.3 18.2 16.8 15.9

TABLE IV
INFLUENCE OF VALUES OF C AND I

y 0.3 1 5 10
Precision(%) 19.6 24.6 13.7 11.0

2) The Influence of the Value of Ckj and Iij: As shortly 861

discussed in Section IV, the convergence speed of the series is 862

largely determined by the level of values of C and I. If it is 863

too large, then the convergence speed will decrease, leading to 864

either the inaccuracy of the model, or larger number of terms. 865

On the other hand, if the level is too small, the logarithmic terms 866

in (12) will drop quickly and make the system unstable. In our 867

experiments, contact network C stands for the intimacy of two 868

individuals and in the image-user network I, it stands for to what 869

extent an individual favours an image feature. The values of each 870

entry of C and I can be set according to our requirements. For 871

example, we can set Cjk to be 1 if two individuals are friends 872

with each other and 0 otherwise; for image-user network we 873

can also set Iij = 1 if an individual has a certain image feature 874

in his/photos, and 0 otherwise. On the other hand, we can also 875

raise the level of the elements in C and I to be 5 or 10, or reduce 876

it to be smaller than 1. The relationship between any two nodes 877

would not change in the networks by varying the element value 878

of C and I, but the value does have an influence on the accuracy 879

in our algorithm. We set the value of C and I on four levels to 880

be 0.3, 1, 5 and 10 to check its influence on the performance. 881

In the following we compare the recommendation precision 882

of these four levels. 883

From Table IV we see that the recommendation precision 884

decreases rapidly as we increase the value of C and I. On the 885

other hand, if it is too small, the performance also goes down as 886

the system becomes unstable around the poles of the logarithmic 887

terms in (12). This indicates that we should choose the value of 888

I and C around 1 for precise calculation. 889

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 890

In this paper, we develop a two-stage friend recommendation 891

scenario utilizing multimedia information. In the first stage, tag 892

information is utilised to build a tag-similarity network and is 893

aligned to a contact network by a number of important features 894

to generate a “possible friend list”. In the second stage, a topic 895

model is proposed and a new method based on series expansion 896

is developed to combine image features and contact information 897

to make more precise recommendations. 898

The experimental results show that the proposed method out- 899

performs other methods in friend recommendation in that our 900

method achieves the highest precision and recall in friend pre- 901

diction. The network alignment of Stage One is effective. The 902
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topic model in Stage Two refines the result of stage one and the903

new series expansion method has better performance than the904

traditional variational and Gibbs sampling methods.905

We will further develop our algorithm. For the series expan-906

sion method, it is a novel and effective method but not perfect. It907

is still to some extent mathematically complicated and has dif-908

ficulties to apply on different models. We plan to refine the idea909

to make it more manoeuvrable and can be applied on general910

topic models. There are two directions to dig further. Firstly, for911

more complicated topic models, it might be viewed as a com-912

bination of some simpler models and thus are solvable based913

on our method. Secondly, our method is specially developed for914

Gaussian distributed random variables. For some other simple915

distributions, their algebra has been discussed in [23], [24], [27],916

etc. It is our future work to develop some general frameworks917

to combine all these distributions together.918

For our staged recommendation framework, we will extend919

our ideas to further applications such as product recommenda-920

tion, media retrieval, etc. One problem of the current method921

is that in the first stage, some real friend might be omitted. We922

will further study how to increase the recalls in the first stage.923

We will develop other algorithms in each of our two stages,924

and to utilise the information form different domains. We will925

also make some studies about the ranks of the information from926

different domains. That is, which data should be applied in the927

first stage to achieve better performance. In the last, we can also928

introduce the concept of deep learning in our scenario for more929

efficient feature learning.930
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Two-Stage Friend Recommendation Based on
Network Alignment and Series Expansion
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4

5

Abstract—Precise friend recommendation is an important6
problem in social media. Although most social websites provide7
some kinds of auto friend searching functions, their accuracies8
are not satisfactory. In this paper, we propose a more precise9
auto friend recommendation method with two stages. In the first10
stage, by utilizing the information of the relationship between11
texts and users, as well as the friendship information between12
users, we align different social networks and choose some “possible13
friends.” In the second stage, with the relationship between image14
features and users, we build a topic model to further refine the15
recommendation results. Because some traditional methods, such16
as variational inference and Gibbs sampling, have their limitations17
in dealing with our problem, we develop a novel method to find18
out the solution of the topic model based on series expansion.19
We conduct experiments on the Flickr dataset to show that the20
proposed algorithm recommends friends more precisely and faster21
than traditional methods.22

Index Terms—Friend recommendation, series expansion, topic23
model.24

I. INTRODUCTION25

FRIEND recommendation is a primary function in social26

network services and aims to recommend new social links27

for each user. Today when we lodge on the main social web-28

site such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn etc., we receive29

many recommendations of online friends. Seeing and hearing30

what the friends look at and listen to, or sharing our experience31

with our friends is an unparalleled experience. However, the32

decision of making friends is a complex human behaviour and33

can be affected by many different factors such as age, gender,34

location, interest [1], etc. As a consequence, similar to real life,35
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finding a good on-line friend is not easy without the help of good 36

recommendations. Traditional friend recommendations widely 37

applied by Facebook and Twitter are often based on common 38

friends and similar profiles such as having the same hobbies or 39

studying in the same fields. These methods usually provide a 40

long ranked possible friend list, but the recommendation preci- 41

sion is usually not satisfactory due to its complexity. 42

Nowadays people are commonly retained in a multi-resource 43

environment, and usually do not seek friends based on only 44

one kind of information anymore. Recently cross domain friend 45

recommendation technologies have been extensively explored 46

[2]–[4]. [2] applies a matrix factorisation method to combine 47

the image and text information, [3] considers the proximity and 48

homophily information for synthesised recommendation, and 49

[4] specifies individuals’ requirements from different domains. 50

Most of these papers utilise information from different resources 51

simultaneously for recommendation. In this paper, we approach 52

this recommendation problem in a different way by utilizing the 53

multi-domain information in different stages for a more precise 54

recommendation. 55

The reason why we apply the multi-stage friend recommenda- 56

tion scenario lies in the complexity of multi-source information 57

and the decision making behaviour of people. For example, an 58

individual might make an on-line friend because they discuss a 59

hard mathematical problem, or it is possible that he/she makes 60

a friend because they both enjoy a film. The reason for friend 61

making might be very diverse. It would be relatively difficult if 62

we consider different factors together at the same time for rec- 63

ommendation. In our opinion, it is more convenient and clearer 64

to analyse these factors step by step, rather than to deal with such 65

cross-domain information as a whole. By untwisting the differ- 66

ent factors in the recommendation procedure and analysing each 67

factor in depth, a more precise recommendation performance is 68

expected. As a consequence, we apply a two-stage framework to 69

synthesise heterogeneous information from different domains. 70

In this paper, we concentrate on the widely-used image 71

and image-related experience sharing website Flickr, where 72

individuals can upload photos and tags for sharing as well as 73

make online friends (Flickr Contact) and join communities 74

(Flikr Group). Tag (text) information is quite useful for friend 75

recommendation since it is simple and direct. For example, 76

two individuals that both have interest in tags “travel” and 77

“historical people” have higher probability to be friends with 78

1520-9210 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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each other. Text-based friend recommendation have been suc-79

cessfully developed in [5], [6]. We apply the text information80

in our first stage.81

Image information is also helpful for friend recommenda-82

tion. On the other hand, image information is vaguer and more83

complex for this task. For example, it is hard to claim that two84

individuals who both enjoy some vivid and colourful photos,85

or some photos of beautiful women have the higher probability86

to be friends. As a consequence, in our algorithm, we utilise87

the image information as a supplementary source in the second88

stage of the algorithm, to refine the result of the first stage.89

In the first stage, similar to [5], based on the correlation of90

different networks, we align the tag-similarity network to friend91

network to obtain a possible friend list. Specifically, we consider92

each user as one node in a graph, and we crawl the uploaded93

tags from each user and calculate the tag similarity between94

any two users as the edges to form a tag-similarity network.95

On the other hand, we also obtain the friendship information96

in Flickr, and if two users have friendship with each other, we97

add an edge between the two to form a contact network. In this98

way we build a tag-similarity network and a contact network99

that have the same nodes but different topologies. Because the100

tag-similarity network and contact network on Flickr are related101

to each other, we dig their correlation by choosing important tag102

features, to make the tag-similarity network more similar to the103

contact network. In this way, the chosen tag features provide a104

guideline for friend recommendation. This stage makes a mass105

election of possible friends.106

In the second stage, to overcome the problem that the mass107

election considering only the tag information might not be pre-108

cise, we build a topic model to illustrate the relationship between109

user’s friend making behaviour and the image features they have110

uploaded. This stage refines the list obtained in the first stage.111

The main reason for applying a topic model in our second stage112

lies in the fact that the topic model has the ability to tell on what113

probability a user would prefer a photo/item/friends.114

The probabilistic topic model discovers the abstract “topics”115

that occur in a collection of documents/datasets, and it has116

been widely used in recommendation systems [7]–[9]. By117

introducing some latent variables and applying the Bayesian118

rule, it is conceptually easy to combine information from119

different domains and make specific recommendations [7], [9].120

Generally it assumes that people’s various behaviours such as121

shopping, posting and friend making are controlled by some122

latent topics. Certain people have particular bias on different123

latent topics. For an individual that acts differently in different124

domains, his/her latent interest topic might be similar. For125

example, a user who posts many different photos about food126

on Flickr might have higher probability to be interested in the127

topic of cooking, and thus it is reasonable to recommend some128

kitchenware to him/her on Amazon. Furthermore, the topic129

model provides a relatively precise probability to show to what130

extent an individual is interested in a topic, and thus makes it131

easy for further recommendation.132

In this paper, we propose a topic model to correlate the data133

about the Flickr image information and the contact information.134

Compared with some previously cross-domain topic models,135

our model is more compact with less parameters, which leads136

to some computational convenience. Briefly, we assume that the 137

attractiveness of photos is controlled by a latent variable, and 138

individuals’ photo uploading behaviours and their friend making 139

behaviours are controlled by some other latent variables. By 140

determining the values of these latent variables we can predict 141

individuals’ friends. 142

However, it is often not easy to find the solution of a topic 143

model when different domains are concerned, for it involves the 144

integrals of several coupled random variables, which is a com- 145

plicated mathematical problem in general [10]. Two methods are 146

widely used to deal with this problem: Gibbs sampling [11] and 147

variational inference [10], or the combination of the two [12]. 148

Although applied successfully in many cases, both of them have 149

some disadvantages: for Gibbs sampling, it is inefficient for large 150

count values since it requires averaging over many samples to 151

reduce variance; for variational inference, though it is efficient 152

to deal with large scale data, the variational step makes it hard 153

to control the precision when approximating the integrals when 154

making the Bayesian inference. In this paper, with the help of 155

Mellin and inverse Mellin transform, we propose a novel way 156

based on series expansion to calculate the coupled integrals that 157

are required in the Bayesian inference. 158

Matrix factorization (MF) method can be also applied to deal 159

with the cross domain recommendation problems [13], [14]. 160

It decomposes different social networks into latent vectors to 161

find the important factors that influence individuals’ social 162

behaviours, and make recommendations based on these latent 163

factors. However, it lacks a mechanism to draw the complete 164

distributions of the whole social network, and thus might lead 165

to some local optimum. Our proposed method provides a way 166

to describe the whole distribution of the social network, to 167

perform a better recommendation. 168

To sum up, we build a two-stage friend recommendation sys- 169

tem based on text and image data: in the first stage, we apply 170

tag-user information to get a possible friend list, and in the 171

second stage we refine the list by utilizing the image-user infor- 172

mation. Our main contributions are as follows: Firstly, we build 173

a compact topic model to analyse the relationship of the data 174

from different domains. Secondly, we propose a novel method 175

based on the study of the distribution of algebra of random vari- 176

ables to find a solution of the model. The solution is given in a 177

series expansion form, and can lead to more precise solutions 178

of the model. As far as we know,this is the first time to solve 179

a topic model from the aspect of integral series expansion. We 180

also make comprehensive experiments to show the effectiveness 181

of our method. 182

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II out- 183

lines related work. Section III introduces our system framework. 184

Section IV gives the detailed explanation of our series expansion 185

method. Section V evaluates the performance of our method 186

and some analysis is made according to the results. Lastly, 187

Section VI concludes our work. 188

II. RELATED WORK 189

Our work in this paper is mainly related to the following re- 190

search fields: friend recommendation, topic model, and algebra 191

of random variables. 192
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A. Friend Recommendation193

Friend recommendation is a relative challenging issue com-194

pared with item or group recommendations, for there might195

be various reasons for two persons to become friends, and on-196

line and offline friendships are quite different. Recently, [15]197

even provides some method to distinguish the online and offline198

friends.199

[6] makes a survey of individuals’ daily life, and then sum-200

marises the reports as their “life styles” using latent Dirichlet201

allocation algorithm (LDA). [8] collects individuals’ posts in202

Micro-blogs and arranges them in a chronological order. By203

building a temporal-topic model it can recommend different204

friends to each user at different time, as the user’s interest205

changes from time to time. [16] utilises the information from206

different platforms (Flickr, Twitter, Google+, etc) to alleviate the207

sparsity problem of social networks, the idea is that Google+ can208

provide a information bridge between these different social plat-209

forms. In this paper, We dig the friend recommendation problem210

deep by considering multimedia information one platform, and211

applying a two-step scenario to refine the result.212

1) Cross-Domain Recommendation: As mentioned in213

Section I, individuals’ decision of making friends are often214

multi-dimensional. As a result, recently many researchers con-215

sider friend recommendation based on cross-domain informa-216

tion. [17] considers the friend recommendation problem at217

working places and conferences, by utilising both users’ tem-218

poral location as well as their common friend information. [2]219

combines three aspects of each user’s information: the items220

one likes, the friends one has, and the groups one belongs to.221

Such information of different aspects is synthesised and inte-222

grated into one cost function. By optimizing the cost function,223

the heterogeneous data are fused for item, group and friend rec-224

ommendations. In [16], individuals that have both accounts in225

Flickr, Twitter and Google+ are collected to build the relation-226

ship of the two social websites. The common behaviours of each227

user in Flickr and Twitter are analysed and the friend recom-228

mendation of the two domain is made based on these common229

behaviours.230

[4] divides the different data in Flickr into two classes:231

interaction data(comments, making favorite photos) and232

similarity data(common friends, groups, tags, geo, visual), and233

applies these two classes of data comprehensively to estimate234

the strength of the ties between users. [18] utilises Flickr235

social relations for further multimedia recommendation. It236

builds a topic model to combine the image, text, and friendship237

information to discovery individuals’ preferences. The topic238

model is solved via Gibbs sampling.239

For the works listed above, the data from different domains240

are processed simultaneously or fused together to get the final241

recommendation result. On the one hand, the above methods242

take the advantage that data from different domains might be243

related to each other; On the other hand, these methods combine244

the cross-domain information in one step ([16]) or synthesise245

it in one cost function ([2]), thus usually can not give a good246

explanation of how the data from a specific domain contribute247

to the final recommendation result, and the twisted data from248

different domains often makes the problem more complex. To 249

have a better understanding of the effectiveness of the data from 250

each domain, in this paper, we design a two-step recommenda- 251

tion that in each step we utilise the data from one domain. 252

2) Multistage Recommendation: Existing multi-stage rec- 253

ommendations are usually applied to find some patterns of users 254

or items. For example, in [19], a two-stage mobile recommen- 255

dation is proposed to help users find the correct events. The first 256

stage clusters people according to their profile similarity and 257

the second stage discovers the event-participating pattern. [20] 258

designs the first stage to find some related resources that one 259

user requires, and the second stage is used to find some patterns 260

that the user might prefer from the previous stage for further 261

recommendation. Both [19] and [20] can handle the cold-start 262

problem well but do not consider much about the cross-domain 263

problem. 264

In this paper we apply a different strategy: in the first stage, 265

some relatively good results are chosen by observing the text 266

data; then we refine the results in our second stage, with the help 267

of image data. In our previous paper [21], we provide a two-stage 268

recommendation and each stage utilises data from different do- 269

mains by alignment and co-clustering. However, co-clustering 270

method lacks the ability to tell the intimacy distance between 271

two individuals exactly but only to group people roughly with 272

similar properties, and thus can not make precise recommen- 273

dation. To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose a 274

probabilistic topic model in the second stage for a better recom- 275

mendation. We also provide a novel and more precise method 276

to solve the topic model problem. 277

B. Probabilistic Topic Model 278

In the second stage of our model, a topic model is applied to 279

get a more precise recommendation. 280

1) Topic Model in Recommendation: The probabilistic topic 281

model is a successful approach solving the problem for infor- 282

mation retrieval[10] and recommendation[7]–[9]. For example, 283

[8] recommends temporary friends to users by building models 284

that contain latent variables that illustrate users’ interests change 285

with time. 286

By assuming some latent factors it is conceptually easy to 287

build the relationships among different domains. [7] designs a 288

model that connects the Flickr and Foursquare data for image, 289

topic and item recommendation. It assumes that both domains 290

have some common latent factors and each domain also has its 291

own latent factors, and the users’ activities on these two plat- 292

forms are the synergism of all these factors. Gibbs sampling is 293

applied to find the value of the latent factors. [9] considers the 294

friendships and the votings on the large Film rating website. To 295

predict individual’s flavour about films his/her social relation- 296

ships and scores of films are combined with some latent factors. 297

Variational methods are applied to solve the model. 298

To make the model to illustrate the situation of the real world 299

more accurately and reasonably, both [7] and [9] make many 300

assumptions of the latent topic and thus contain many un- 301

known parameters to infer: [9] contains more than 10 unknown 302
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parameters and [7] has more than 30. The presence of so many303

unknown variables not only greatly increases the complexity of304

the algorithm, but also leads to other problems such as over-305

fitting or redundancies. In this paper we build the model in a306

more compact manner.307

2) Gibbs Sampling, Variational Inference and Matrix Fac-308

torization: Due to the coupling of latent variables, the direct309

inference is usually impossible for a specific topic model. Gen-310

erally there are two methods to find a solution for topic model:311

Gibbs sampling [22] and variational inference [10]. For some312

complex multivariate probability distributions, to determine the313

parameters of the distribution, direct sampling is difficult. Gibbs314

sampling samples the marginal distribution of one variable each315

time, and iteratively samples all the marginal distributions. The316

variational method, on the other hand, approaches the solution317

by approximating the original complex distribution with a fac-318

torised one, which is easier to handle.319

As stated in Section I, both of the two methods have some320

weaknesses: Gibbs sampling has difficulties in handling big data321

problems, and the variational method can not determine if the322

approximation is close to the original one. Some researchers323

consider combining the two in one problem: In [12], small324

counts of data are sampled and the variational method is ap-325

plied to update large counts, which improves the performance326

on the large dataset. However, how accurate the approximation327

of variational method is not yet discussed in [12]. In this pa-328

per, we propose a new solution to a topic model by directly329

calculating the distribution of the latent variables.330

Compared with the above two methods, MF-based method331

also assumes some latent variables but instead of determining332

the marginal distribution of the observed data, it factorizes the333

observed data into different latent factors, which leads to some334

computational convenience and efficiency. Both of [13] and [14]335

utilize user friendship network and user-item network and ob-336

tain some latent factors that show the preference of individuals.337

The recommendations based on these latent factors are rela-338

tively effective. On the other hand, they do not try to find the339

probabilistic distribution of the network and all of these meth-340

ods apply some gradient descent methods, that are relatively341

easy to be trapped into a local optimum. Our method avoids this342

drawback by deducing the distribution of the whole probabilistic343

model.344

C. Algebra of Random Variables345

The essential problem of our approach in this paper is to346

get the exact mathematical expression of the coupling of differ-347

ent random variables, mainly the sum and product of random348

variables. These problems were extensively discussed in the349

1950s to 1970s year, last century, during which time the random350

process was a hot research topic but the computer simulation351

technology was not well developed. In [23]–[25], the products352

of typical distributions such as Beta, Gamma and Rayleigh are353

discussed. Most of these works utilise the Mellin transform354

[26] as the essential tool for deducing. [27] gives a good sum-355

mary of these works and also discusses the distribution of the356

sum of random variables. The algebra of random variables has357

also been studied recently in certain fields such as wireless358

Fig. 1. Two-stage system illustration.

communication in [28] and [29]. These works show that the 359

product and quotient of random variables with certain distribu- 360

tions can be expressed analytically. We will mainly apply some 361

of the results in [25], [27] later in our work. As Gaussian distri- 362

bution has some good properties(its domain of definition is all 363

the real values, and has a central point, etc.) we assume that our 364

latent variables to be Gaussian distributed. 365

III. SYSTEM MODEL 366

The main framework of our model is shown in Fig. 1, which 367

contains two stages: In the first stage, network alignment is 368

applied to generate a possible friend list, by correlating the tag 369

and contact data in Flickr; In the second stage, the user-uploaded 370

image features generate some topics by utilising a probabilistic 371

topic model, and a new method is developed to solve the model 372

for precise friend recommendation. 373

A. First Stage: Network Alignment 374

The detailed alignment method has been discussed in [5]. 375

The following is an introduction of its basic idea. An individual 376

may join different social networks for different purposes. For 377

example, one may at the same time join a football fan network for 378

physical practice and a restaurant information sharing network 379

to look for the best food. He/she plays different social roles 380

in these different networks, and might make different friends. 381

However, these different social roles for one individual are not 382

independent, but related to each other.(The man might look 383

for some food that helps quickly recuperate after hard physical 384

practice). The motivation for social network alignment lies on 385

the fact that these different networks, though having different 386

edges (relationships), are usually related to each other. Taking 387

Flickr as an example, according to the uploaded-tag-similarity 388

of each user and their contact list, a tag similarity network and a 389

contact network are formed. Although the topologies of the two 390

networks are not the same, they are related to each other, for 391

users uploading similar tags on Flickr have higher probability 392

to make friends with each other. By digging the correlation of 393
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the topologies of different networks we may make inference for394

the knowledge from one domain to another.395

Specifically, we align the Flickr tag-similarity network with396

the contact network, so that after the alignment, one tight edge397

between two users in the tag similarity network would imply398

that these two users have higher probability to have contact399

with each other. We align the tag-similarity network with the400

contact network by selecting important tag features. The reason401

we apply feature selection here lies in the phenomenon that402

when we look for online friends, it is common that we do not403

take care of all the factors of a person but concentrate on certain404

points that would interest ourselves. As an example, a traveller405

might post his photos with the following tags: “Sydney”, “Blue406

Mountain”, “great view”, and “street”. Among these tags some407

people might contact him/her for some more details about the408

experiences in ‘’Sydney” and ‘’Blue Mountain”, but seldom409

would have interests about “great view” or “street” because410

they are too common. We can treat these two tags as redundancy411

for friend making. Based on this observation, we believe that412

some Flickr tags can be more indicative in the task of friend413

recommendation, because they are more important to reflect the414

connections on the contact network. We can treat these tags as415

important features for friend recommendation. Inspired by this416

phenomenon, we design a method to choose some important417

features that are more helpful for friend making decision.418

Mathematically, assume that the feature selection matrix to be419

W, the known tag-user matrix to be X, the tag distance matrix420

to be L, and the first d eigenvector-matrix of the contact network421

to be V, the important feature can be obtained by solving the422

following problem:423

min
W

‖XW − V‖ + μtr(WT XT LXW) + λ‖W‖2,1. (1)

The first term of (1) aligns the tag-similarity network to the con-424

tact network so that they become more similar to each other, and425

the second term preserves the local structure of the original tag-426

similarity network. The third term is for regularization. In this427

way the tag feature selection matrix W makes the topology of428

the tag-similarity network more similar to the contact network,429

while preserving the topology of the tag-similarity network as430

much as possible. In other words, we align the tag-similarity431

network to the contact network. By comparing the similarity of432

two users on the those important tags we can generate a possible433

friend list for each user. The solution of W in (1) is discussed434

more thoroughly in [5].435

B. Second Stage: Topic Model436

In the previous stage we get a possible friend list by con-437

sidering the correlation between the tag and contact networks438

on Flickr. However, as the real world friend relationship is af-439

fected by many factors[1], one stage is usually not enough for440

a precise friend recommendation. In the following stage, we441

introduce the image data as auxiliary information to refine the442

recommendation list.443

We apply the topic model to combine the image data and the444

friendships in Flickr. It is common sense that a person uploads445

a photo on Flickr because he/she likes the photo. Why does446

Fig. 2. Probabilistic topic model combining image-user network and contact
network.

he/she like the photo? We assume that in one’s mind, some la- 447

tent interest factors control his/her taste of image. For example, 448

some people like colourful, vivid photos, while others prefer 449

spectacular or imposing ones; children enjoy comic-style pic- 450

tures while adults have more interests in realistic-style paintings; 451

young women pay much attention to photos of beautiful clothes 452

while young men to electrical devices. These latent factors are 453

determined by various aspects such as age, gender, living expe- 454

riences, etc. and can not be observed or simply summarised. We 455

assume individuals’ interest latent factor to be v. Each image 456

contains the factors that attract people, such as colour, line, or 457

history, which we assume to be a. The correlation of v and a 458

determines whether a user would upload an image. 459

Similarly, we assume that each user exhibits some attractive 460

factors during his/her activities in Flickr such as uploading pho- 461

tos, writing descriptions of photos and making comments, etc. 462

We also summarise these attractive factors with the third latent 463

variable b. Notice that the same user’s interest latent factor v 464

and attractive factor b are not the same. The combination of b 465

and v determines whether two users should make friends with 466

each other. For simplicity we view them as independent from 467

each other. The topic model is shown in Fig. 2. 468

In Fig. 2, C and I stand for the 0 − 1 contact network and 469

image-user network, respectively. C is an n× n matrix where 470

n is the number of users. I is an n× f matrix where f stands 471

for the number of total features. For C, if user k and user j are 472

friends with other, then Ckj equals one, and zero otherwise. For 473

I, if the uploaded photos of user i contain an image feature j, 474

then Iij equals one, and zero otherwise. a stands for image factor, 475

and b stands for individuals’ social interest factor, respectively. v 476

stands for individuals’ common interest factor that has effect on 477

both his choice of images and friends.NI andNC stand for zero- 478

mean additive noises. The relationship can be mathematically 479

expressed as follows: 480

Iij = ai × vj + NIij,Ckj = bk × vj + NCkj. (2)

We assume that all the latent random variables ai , bk and 481

vj are Gaussian distributed with the parameters of means and 482

variances of μa , σa , μb , σb , μv , and σv , respectively. The reason 483

we choose Gaussian distribution is as follows: Although some 484

other distributions that are in the form of an H-function (such 485

as Beta, Gamma or Rayleigh distributions) would lead to some 486

calculation convenience [27], we assume Gaussian distribution 487

here because it is defined on the whole real domain and contains 488
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negative values and has a central point, while other distributions489

such as Beta are only defined on the positive real domain.490

The coupling between random variables a, b and v makes491

the integral of (2) often intractable. Traditional methods dealing492

with (2) contain Gibbs sampling [11] and variational inference493

[10]. Gibbs sampling meets with difficulties when the data scale494

is large, and the variational method applies some approximation495

that the precision is hard to control. In the following we develop496

a new approach to solve (2) that is based on Mellin transform497

and series expansion.498

IV. SERIES EXPANSION499

A. Product of Gaussian Random Variables500

When dealing with the distribution of product of random501

variables, the Mellin transform is an essential tool [27]. We take502

the first equation in (2) to explain its basic idea. For simplicity503

we first neglect the noise term Nij (its effectiveness is to be504

discussed later) and we have Iij = aivj for two random variables505

ai and vj with different probability distribution functions. One506

useful property for Mellin transofrm is: the Mellin transform of507

the product of two probability density functions (PDF) is equal508

to the product of the Mellin transforms of their PDFs.509

Mathematically, we recall the following rule [27]: If ai and510

vj are two non-negative random variables with the PDFs fa(ai)511

and fv (vj ), their product Iij = aivj has a distribution h(Iij),512

and then the Mellin transform of h(Iij) is precisely the product513

of Mellin transform of fa(ai) and fv (vj ), respectively. The514

expression is given as515

M(h(Iij)) = M(fa(ai))M(fv (vj )) (3)

where the Mellin transform and its inverse of an analytical func-516

tion f(x) are defined as follows:517

M(s) =

+∞∫

0

xs−1f(x)dx (4)

M−1(x) =
1

2πi

c+i∞∫

c−i∞
x−sM(s)ds (5)

where c in (5) stands for an arbitrary real number. With the518

help of (3)–(5) and the known distribution of ai and vj , we can519

give an exact mathematical expression for distribution of the520

coupling of the two random variables ai and vi .521

In this way we can first deduce the Mellin transform of each522

of the distributions, then make product of the two, and finally523

inverse the Mellin transform to get the final product distribution.524

In this way, we first calculate the distribution of I in (2).525

From the previous assumption we know that ai , bk and vj526

follow the Gaussian distribution with mean μai , μbk , μvj and527

the variance σai , σbk , σvj . We further take the symbol of fai , fbk528

and fvj as their PDFs. We first do the Mellin transform on ai 529

and vj separately to get M(fa(ai)) and M(fv (vj )), and then 530

we product them and do the inverse Mellin transform to finally 531

get the distribution of product of two random variables, which 532

is the distribution of the variables in image-user matrix I. The 533

details are given in [27] and [25], which provide two equivalent 534

expressions for the distribution of two Gaussian random vari- 535

ables. We apply the expression from [25] and the details are 536

briefly outlined in the following. 537

To calculate the distribution of Iij = aivj with Gaus- 538

sian random variables ai and vj , we take the Mellin tran- 539

form of fa(ai) and fv (vj ). Notice that according to (4), 540

the positive and negative parts of the distribution of ai and 541

vj should be considered separately. We apply the property 542

that the Mellin transform of the standard Gaussian distri- 543

bution is Gamma function[30]: M{e−x2 /2} = 2s/2−1Γ(s/2), 544

and a non-central Gaussian distribution can be expressed as 545

a standard Gaussian distribution multiplied by a series in the 546

form: e−
1
2 (x−μ)2

= e−μ
2 /2 ∑∞

j=0
1
j !μ

jxj e−x
2 /2 . If we define 547

the following: 548

ai1 = max(ai, 0), vi1 = max(vj , 0)

ai2 = min(ai, 0), vi2 = min(vj , 0)

Iij−1 = ai1vi1 , Iij−2 = ai1vv2

Iij−3 = ai2vv1 , Iij−4 = ai2vj2 .

And we also define the probability distribution function of 549

Iij−1 , Iij−2 , Iij−3 , and Iij−4 to be h1(Iij), h2(Iij), h3(Iij) and 550

h4(Iij), respectively. Following the methods of [25], and taking 551

Iij−1 as an example, we have 552

MIi j −1 (s) =
∞∑
o=0

μ2o
ai

(2o)!

μ2o
vj

(2o)!
Γ2(s). (6)

To get the distribution of Iij−1 , we do the inverse Mellin 553

transform of (6) as: 554

h1(Iij) =
∞∑
o=0

(
1

2πi

)∫ c+i∞

c−i∞
(y2)−s

μ2o
ai

2o!

μ2o
vj

2o!
Γ2(s+ o)ds.

(7)
Equation (7) is an integral on half of the complex plane. Ac- 555

cording to Residue Theorem [31], the solution is expressed 556

with the infinite residues that are related to the poles on the 557

real plane. By calculating the residues we get (8), shown at 558

the bottom of the page, where C1 = 1
π e

− 1
2 (

μ 2
a i

σ a i
+

μ 2
v j

σ v j
)
, C2 = 559(

( 1
(2o)! )

2(2μ
2
a i

σa i

μ2
v j

σv j
)o
)
, and ψ(1) is the Euler-Mascheroni con- 560

stant. 561

Similarly we should also consider the case of h2(Iij) for 562

a > 0 ∩ v < 0, h3(Iij) for a < 0 ∩ v > 0, and h4(Iij) for a < 563

h1(Iij) = C1

[ ∞∑
o=0

C2
∞∑
s=o

[
(Iij)2s∏s−o−1

t=0 (−s+ o+ t)2

(
2ψ(1) − 2

s−o−1∑
w=0

1
−s+ o+ w

)
− (Iij)2s ln((Iij)2)∏s−o−1

w=0 (−s+ o+ w)2

]]
(8)
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0 ∩ v < 0. To sum up, we have564

h(Iij) = h1(Iij) + h2(Iij) (y > 0)

= h3(Iij) + h4(Iij) (y < 0). (9)

In a similar manner we can give the expression for h(Ckj)565

Here we give a short discussion about this series. In the first566

place, this is basically an alternating and power series [32] with567

infinite terms, with some of the terms multiplied with a logarithm568

factor. This is a series that when the sequence number of the569

term increases, the absolute value of the term increases. Some570

of the terms are positive and some are negative, and the sum571

of the terms eventually becomes convergent, as discussed in572

[33]. However, similar to some of the convergent Taylor series,573

when the absolute value of the series terms is large, these series574

converge only when the term number of the series is also large.575

In order to make the series to converge rapidly with relatively a576

small number of terms, in practice, we may normalise the value577

of Iij to be relatively small (In the experiments, the ground truth578

of Iij and Cij are 0 or 1, which is small enough).579

B. Additive Noise580

From Fig. 2 we see that after the products of a, v and b,581

v, the results should also add a bias value or noise to get the582

value of Iij and Ckj . In practice it can be interpreted as all 583

the outer environmental influences other than the users and the 584

items. For example, the change of seasons for the favour of 585

clothing, or the change of temperature for the preference of 586

food, etc. Mathematically the PDF of two independent random 587

variables are the convolution of their PDFs of the two [27]. In 588

our case, we can simply consider the environmental influences 589

NI and NC to be independent from the image factor a, social 590

attractive factor b and individual’s latent factor v. For simplicity 591

we assume the additive noise of NI and NC to be Gaussian 592

distributed with zero mean and variance of σNi and σNc , re- 593

spectively. Taking Iij for example, from (8) we see that the most 594

important calculation is the convolution of the Gaussian function 595

from additive noise e−I2
i j /σ

2
N i and the term Iij

2s log(Iij
2) from 596

(8), which is formally written as follows: 597

d2(Iij) = e−I2
i j /σN i ∗ I2s

ij ln(I2
ij). (10)

By calculating the convolution we see (10) can be expressed as 598

follows: 599

d2(Iij) = Iij
2s+2

(
ln Iij

2

2s+ 2
− 1

(2s+ 2)2

)
e

(−I i j
2 )

σ N i . (11)

In this way we can get a series expression of (9). 600

h (Iij) =
1
π
e
− 1

2

(
μ 2

a i
σ a i

+
μ 2

v j
σ v j

)⎡
⎢⎣
⎡
⎢⎣

∞∑
t=0

(
1

(2t)!
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t (
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)t)∞∑
s=t

⎡
⎢⎣ I2s

ij e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏s−t−1
m=0 (−s+ t+m)2

(2ψ(1) − 2
s−j−1∑
m=0

1
−s+ t+m

− I2s
ij ln(I2

ij)∏s−t−1
i=0 (−s+ t+m)2

]
+

∞∑
r=0

∞∑
t=0

(
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t 1
(2r)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)r

+
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)t
1

(2r)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)r) r−i∑
s=t

×
[
I2s
ij

∏r−s−1
m=1 m∏s−j−1

q=0 −q − 1
ln(I2

ij)

]
+

∞∑
t=0

∞∑
r=t+1

⎛
⎝ 1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)t 1
(2r)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)r

+
1

(2t)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)j
1

(2r)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)2r
⎞
⎠

×
∞∑
s=r

⎡
⎢⎣ I2s

ij (2ψ(1) −∑r−t−1
m=0

1
−s+t+m −∑s−t−1

q=r−t
2

−s+t+q )∏r−t−1
m=0 (−s+ t+m)

∏s−t−1
q=r−t

∏s−t−1
q=r−t(−s+ t+ q)2

− I2s
ij ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏r−j−1
i=0 (−s+ j + i)

∏s−j−1
k=r−1(−s+ j + k)2

⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦

±

⎡
⎢⎣

∞∑
k=0

(
1

(2k + 1)!
1

(2k + 1)!

) ∞∑
s=k

⎡
⎢⎣ (I2

ij)
s+1/2

∏s−q−1
m=0 (−s+ q +m)2

(
2ψ(1) − s

s−q−1∑
m=0

1
−s+ q +m

)
− (I2

ij)
s+1/2 ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏s−q−1
i=0 (−s+ q + i)2

⎤
⎥⎦

+
∞∑
p=1

p−1∑
q=0

⎛
⎝ 1

(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)(p+0.5)
(

2
μ2

vj

σvj

)p+0.5

+
1

(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)q+0.5
1

(2p+ 1)

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)p+0.5
⎞
⎠ p−1∑

s=q

×
[

(I2
ij)

(s+ 1/2)
∏p−s−m

m=1 (m)∏s−q−1
n=0 (−n− 1)

ln(I2
ij)

]
+

1
(2q + 1)!

(
2
μ2

vj

σvj

)q+0.5
1

(2p+ 1)!

(
2
μ2

ai

σai

)p+0.5 ) ∞∑
s=p

×

⎡
⎢⎣ (I2

ij)
s+1/2(2ψ(1) −∑p−q−1

m=0
1

−s+q+1 −∑s−q−1
l=p−q

2
−s+q+ l )∏p−q−1

i=0 (−s+ q +m)
∏s−q−1

l=p−q (−s+ q + l)2
− (I2

ij)
s+1/2 ln(I2

ij)e
(−I i j

2 )
σ N i

∏p−q−1
i=0 (−s+ q +m)

∏s−q−1
l=p−q (−s+ q + l)2

⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎦

(12)
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS

μa i mean of image factor ai
μb k mean of individuals’ social attractive factor bk
μv j mean of individual’s interest factor vj
σN I variance of image noise NI

σN C variance of social noise NC

So the expression for the distribution of Iij considering the601

additive noise is given in (12), shown at the bottom of the page.602

In a similar way we can also obtain the distribution of Cjk .603

C. EM for Parameter Estimation604

Applying the above, we obtain the exact infinite expansion605

expression of the PDF. of I in a series form given in (12). The606

expression of Ckj can be obtained in a similar way. From (12)607

we can see that the exact value of μai and σai does not matter608

much, but the value of μ2
a i

σa i
matters. So we can assume that ai609

has standard derivation of 1, and we only need to calculate the610

average value of ai . Similarly, we also do not need to calcu-611

late σbk and σvj but only assume that vj and bk have standard612

derivation.613

All the parameters P are summarised in Table I. As men-614

tioned in Section IV-A, in the experiments, when we choose615

the starting point of the parameters not too large, we can make616

the series converge in a relatively small number of terms. Then617

we can apply the standard EM method to refine the parameters618

iteratively. Experimental result shows that the number of series619

terms can be no longer than 10 and after several EM iterations,620

the precision becomes stable.621

The EM training process is introduced as follows. For E step,622

Consider Eq.(12), which is the Equation we want to maximize623

by knowing the value of Iij , with respect to the parameters P as624

follow:625

max
P

h(I | P)). (13)

In the M step, we find the derivative of each parameter in P626

by fixing other parameters. Then we set the derivative to be zero627

to get the value for each parameter. The whole process goes628

until convergence.629

One problem to solve (12) is that (12) contains not only630

polynomial terms but also exponential terms for the parameters.631

For simplicity we can make an assumption that the parameters632

are relatively small, and then we can use the first several terms, or633

following [34] to get a polynomial expression of the parameters,634

to make (12) solvable.635

Another problem is that for some parameters such as μai , it636

contains infinity high order terms that makes the solution in-637

tractable. Again we can make the assumption that these param-638

eters to be smaller than one, and discard the high order terms.639

In practice we keep the terms whose orders are equal or lower640

than 4, and follow the method discussed in [35] to calculate the641

values of the parameters.642

From (12) we can obtain the parameters that related to the643

image-user matrix I, such as μai , μvj , and σNI . In a similar man-644

ner we can also get the parameters related to the contact matrix645

C, such as σNC , μbk , and also μvj . By iteratively updating these 646

parameters relating to the two matrix we can finally determine 647

the value of all the parameters. 648

After the EM iterations we fix all the parameters in Table I 649

and according these parameters we can make the final friend 650

recommendation. 651

D. Recommendation Method 652

When a new user i comes into the network, he/she may upload 653

some favourite photos as well as some tags. The recommenda- 654

tion procedure is divided in two stages. In the first stage, a list of 655

possible friends is generated according to the similarity of the 656

selected important tags. In the experiments, we put the top 200 657

users into the list. 658

In the second stage, according to the features of the images 659

uploaded by use i, we get the individuals’ interest factor vi of 660

this user. For a user k in the possible friend list obtained from the 661

first stage, we can also calculate his/her attractive and interest 662

factors bk . The similarity score of user i and k is obtained by 663

Sik = vibk . The higher the similarity score, the more likely that 664

they are to be friends. So we can rank the 200 users in the list 665

according to the similarity score with user i, and recommend 666

the top ones as user i’s friends 667

The whole procedure is given in Algorithm 1. 668

E. Complexity Analysis 669

The complexity analysis of our algorithm is also divided by 670

the two stages as follows: 671

Considering the first stage, the complexity of the network 672

alignment is mainly decided by two steps: the eigenvalue calcu- 673

lation and the inverse of the similarity matrix, which is given by 674

max(min{n, e}3 , dn2) as discussed in [5]. e stands for the num- 675

ber of total tags. As previous defined, n stands for the number 676

of users, and d stands for the first d eigenvectors. 677

To solve the topic model of the second stage, Assume together 678

we need to make L time iterations. in each iteration of the EM 679

step, assume that we calculate the first g terms of the series of 680

(12) (In practice we make g = 4). And it takes e steps to solve 681

a 4th order polynomial equation, as mentioned in Section IV-C. 682

Then the complexity would be of O(L ∗ e ∗ g ∗ (n ∗ f + n ∗ 683

n)), where f is the number of image features, as previously 684

defined. 685

V. EXPERIMENTS 686

In this section, we make experiments to show the advantage 687

of our proposed method. First, we introduce our social media 688

dataset, and then we discuss the results of our algorithm by com- 689

paring it with reference methods. We utilise a cluster containing 690

16 cores and 128G memories to run our experiments. 691

A. Dataset and Feature Extraction 692

We crawled a social network from the big image sharing site 693

Flickr. As the data set is quite large, a relatively unbiased dataset 694

was obtained. In total we crawled the data of 30000 users, and 695

for each user, we crawled all their photos, and tags of each photo. 696

In this paper we tried the SIFT feature and the deep network 697
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TABLE II
DATASET STATISTICS

Users 30000
Photos 1,356,293 photos from 30000 users
CNN features 4096
Contact 628,153 friend links among users
Tags 42,739 words after filtering

extracted features through an CNN autocoder realized by Caffe698

[36]. For the CNN features we follow the steps of the widely699

used AlexConvNet [37] and use the 4096 dimensional features700

vectors from the last full-connected layer. In most cases the CNN701

features performs better than the SIFT features, so we chose the702

CNN extracted features for the rest of our experiments. In the703

future we can also refine feature extraction method for better704

performance. We then crawled the user contact information to705

form the contact network. The contact information in Flickr706

was acquired by checking if a user added another user to his/her707

friend list, or vice versa. We crawled all the contacts between708

any two users in our dataset. A short summary of our dataset is709

given in Table II.710

B. Settings and Metrics711

Our task is to make precise contact information prediction.712

When a new user enters into the social network, we recommend713

new friends according to key words and photos that represent714

the user’s interests.715

In friend recommendation, assume we recommend T friends716

to each user. We use the existing contact information as the717

ground truth for training and testing. In the first stage, the pa-718

rameter μ of (1) is determined on the training set by a four-fold719

cross validation to find the best. The range for the parameter is:720

μ ∈ 10[−2:1:3] .721

We use the method summarised in Algorithm 1 to recommend722

friends to new users. We use the recommendation precision723

metrics to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In724

our experiment, precision is defined as the number of correctly725

recommended friends divided by all the recommended users.726

We also introduce the precision-recall curve to further show727

the advantage of our algorithm, where recall is defined as the728

number of the correctly recommended friends divided by the729

number of all friends.730

During our experiments we divide the whole usere set ran-731

domly into two groups: 4/5 of all the users are in the training732

set and the rest are in the test set. The important features in733

the first stage are selected on the training set, where the pa-734

rameters in the second stage are also trained. When a new user735

in the test set comes into the system with some uploaded tags736

and photos, T friends will be recommended to him/her from737

the training set. Assume that together we have recommended738

RecAll real friends to the test users (totally 6000 users), then739

the overall precision is calculated by RecAll/(6000 × T ). We740

adopt a five-fold cross validation to ensure that all the users are741

utilised as training and testing data once742

Algorithm 1: Two Stage Friend Recommendation.
Input:

tag feature matrix T, contact matrix C, image-user
matrix I, tag and image feature of the new user t and i,
the numbers of possible friends in Stage 1 and final
friends k1 and k, respectively

Output:
Friend recommendation list of the new friend

Training:
Stage I

1: Determine λ and μ in (1) via cross validation.
2: Solve (1) with the method in [5]

Stage II
3: Generate the expression of distribution of h[(12)] in

the form of series.
4: Apply EM method determining the parameters in

Table I
Testing:
5: Stage I: Use W calculated in Step 2 to obtain k1

possible friend list.
6: Stage II: Use the parameters in Step 4 to refine the final

recommendation friend list,recommend top k users

C. Reference Methods 743

The performance analysis of our first stage: network align- 744

ment methods can be seen in some previous related papers such 745

as [21], [5]. For the performance analysis of the second stage 746

in which the topic model method is applied, we choose several 747

widely-used methods for comparison. 748

The first is the variational method, which has been widely 749

applied in this decade for solving the Bayesian network prob- 750

lem[10]. Basically we apply the methods in [9] with some slight 751

modifications to our problem. 752

The second is the widely-used Gibbs sampling method, which 753

is also very popular in dealing with topic model. Compared with 754

the variational method, the idea of Gibbs sampling is simpler 755

but usually it has difficulty in dealing with large scale problems. 756

We apply the method based on [7] for comparison. 757

The third method is a co-clustering based method [21]. It is 758

not a topic model-based method, but has a relatively simpler 759

concept: In the second stage, we do co-clustering of image 760

features, users and tags to get a . We apply a simple ranking 761

method, similar to [21] for the final friend recommendation. 762

To further check the advantage of our method, we also com- 763

pare our whole two-stage recommendation algorithm with sev- 764

eral state-of-the-art recommendation systems. The first one is 765

based on matrix factorization(MF). MF method decomposes the 766

item-user or user-user matrix to infer the latent factors that catch 767

individuals’ interests and has been widely discussed for differ- 768

ent kinds of recommendation prolems[13], [14]. In this paper 769

we apply a recent method proposed in [14] for comparison, for 770

it jointly considers the information from two different domains. 771

Another recent method is based on Bayesian collaborative 772

filtering that takes the social connections into account, called 773

SBPR [38]. As a widely-used recommendation method, collab- 774

orative filtering assumes that two users that choose the same 775
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Fig. 3. Stage 2 recommendation precision comparison.

items behave similar on other items. Traditional collaborative776

filtering methods do not consider much about the social connec-777

tions between users. SBPR removes this drawback by taking the778

social connections into account by assigning a social coefficient779

to each user.1780

At last we consider a multi-network based algorithm for com-781

parison. When considering social multiple network problems,782

transition probability propagation is a method that is frequently783

used [39], [40]. We choose [39] as a reference method for the784

following reasons: 1) It considers the relationships of different785

networks, which is similar to our idea; 2) It uses the information786

of other networks for recommendation, which again has some787

similarities with ours. [39] enhances the links in one network788

and between different networks using a random walk propa-789

gation method. After a sufficient number of walks, it obtains790

the modified link weights between each user pair. We use the791

weights for friend recommendation.792

D. Experimental Results793

Here we report the results of our method for friend recom-794

mendation as follows.795

1) Performance of Series Expansion: In this experiment we796

compare the proposed series expansion method with the varia-797

tional, Gibbs sampling, and co-clustering methods in the second798

stage. We treat the performance of the first stage as the baseline.799

From Fig. 3 we can see that our method has the best perfor-800

mance for accurate recommendation. P@X stands for that each801

time we recommend the top X friends to users. Generally, the802

second stage improves the recommendation precision from only803

applying the first stage, illustrating the effectiveness and neces-804

sity of applying the two staged methods. Our proposed method805

improves about 5–7% compared with the performance of the806

first stage, and also makes about 2–3% improvement compared807

with the Gibss sampling method and the variational method.808

1The realization of [14] and [38] is based on the existing open-source Java
package LibRec at http://www.librec.net/.

Fig. 4. Recommendation precision and recall for stage 2.

The reason for the improvement mainly lies in that we apply an 809

exact expression to approach the PDF of the data, rather than an 810

approximation or sampling method. The co-clustering method 811

lacks the ranking ability and thus the performance is not good. 812

Fig. 4 illustrates the precision-recall curve of the proposed 813

and reference methods. Based on the result of the first stage, the 814

series expansion method achieves the highest performance(The 815

upper right line on the figure). We can see from Fig. 4 that when 816

precision or recall is fixed, we can achieve a 3–4% improvement 817

over the best reference methods. This means that the proposed 818

method can achieve both the highest precision and recall. This 819

experimental results shows that the series expansion method 820

can best approximate the real distribution of the data, and thus 821

makes the most precise recommendation. 822

On the other hand, the proposed method have also imposed 823

Gaussian distribution assumption to the latent variables a, b, and 824

v. This may also cause some negative effect although it can give 825

an analytic expression. It is worthy to make a depth observation 826

of the distribution of the latent variables in our future studies. 827

2) Performance of the Proposed Two-Stage Method: Now 828

we compare our two-stage method with some recently-proposed 829

recommendation systems as mentioned in V-C. The main results 830

for precision and precision-recall curve are shown in Figs. 5 831

and 6. 832

From Figs. 5 and 6 we can see that our system achieves 833

the best performance, compared with other state-of-the-art rec- 834

ommendation systems. In average, our system improves the 835

recommendation accuracy by about 3-4%, compared with the 836

second best one. MF based method [14] has the best perfor- 837

mance among all the reference methods, for it decomposes the 838

item-user and user-user matrix into different social factors in 839

a proper way. The reason that the proposed method performs 840

better than MF might lies in that the MF method does not con- 841

sider the whole distribution of the network and is trapped into 842

some local optimum. Collaborative filtering based method [38] 843

has slight lower performance than [14], the reason might be that 844

its assumptions about the users’ positive and negative feedback 845

are not very proper for the Flickr dataset. Finally, the random- 846

walk based method [39] has the lowest performance, since the 847
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Fig. 5. Two-stage recommendation precision compared with state-of-the-art
systems.

Fig. 6. Recommendation precision and recall compared with state-of-the-art
systems.

random walk algorithm is not accurate enough for precise friend848

recommendation.849

E. The Influence of Several Settings850

1) The Influence of Additional Noise: The introduction851

of the additive noise, as shown in Section IV-B, makes the852

model more precise. However, it also leads to complicated in-853

ferences and calculations. In the following experiment we study854

the influence of the additive noise. In Table III, we compare the855

recommendation accuracy of the model that contains the addi-856

tive noise and the model that does not contain the noise.857

From Table III we see that by considering the additive noise858

we get a precision gain of about 1–2%, which is useful in the859

case where a more precise result is required.860

TABLE III
INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVE NOISE

Precision(%) P@5 P@10 P@15 P@20 P@25

Model With Noise 24.6 21.0 19.8 18.1 17.5
Model Without Noise 22.7 19.3 18.2 16.8 15.9

TABLE IV
INFLUENCE OF VALUES OF C AND I

y 0.3 1 5 10
Precision(%) 19.6 24.6 13.7 11.0

2) The Influence of the Value of Ckj and Iij: As shortly 861

discussed in Section IV, the convergence speed of the series is 862

largely determined by the level of values of C and I. If it is 863

too large, then the convergence speed will decrease, leading to 864

either the inaccuracy of the model, or larger number of terms. 865

On the other hand, if the level is too small, the logarithmic terms 866

in (12) will drop quickly and make the system unstable. In our 867

experiments, contact network C stands for the intimacy of two 868

individuals and in the image-user network I, it stands for to what 869

extent an individual favours an image feature. The values of each 870

entry of C and I can be set according to our requirements. For 871

example, we can set Cjk to be 1 if two individuals are friends 872

with each other and 0 otherwise; for image-user network we 873

can also set Iij = 1 if an individual has a certain image feature 874

in his/photos, and 0 otherwise. On the other hand, we can also 875

raise the level of the elements in C and I to be 5 or 10, or reduce 876

it to be smaller than 1. The relationship between any two nodes 877

would not change in the networks by varying the element value 878

of C and I, but the value does have an influence on the accuracy 879

in our algorithm. We set the value of C and I on four levels to 880

be 0.3, 1, 5 and 10 to check its influence on the performance. 881

In the following we compare the recommendation precision 882

of these four levels. 883

From Table IV we see that the recommendation precision 884

decreases rapidly as we increase the value of C and I. On the 885

other hand, if it is too small, the performance also goes down as 886

the system becomes unstable around the poles of the logarithmic 887

terms in (12). This indicates that we should choose the value of 888

I and C around 1 for precise calculation. 889

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 890

In this paper, we develop a two-stage friend recommendation 891

scenario utilizing multimedia information. In the first stage, tag 892

information is utilised to build a tag-similarity network and is 893

aligned to a contact network by a number of important features 894

to generate a “possible friend list”. In the second stage, a topic 895

model is proposed and a new method based on series expansion 896

is developed to combine image features and contact information 897

to make more precise recommendations. 898

The experimental results show that the proposed method out- 899

performs other methods in friend recommendation in that our 900

method achieves the highest precision and recall in friend pre- 901

diction. The network alignment of Stage One is effective. The 902
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topic model in Stage Two refines the result of stage one and the903

new series expansion method has better performance than the904

traditional variational and Gibbs sampling methods.905

We will further develop our algorithm. For the series expan-906

sion method, it is a novel and effective method but not perfect. It907

is still to some extent mathematically complicated and has dif-908

ficulties to apply on different models. We plan to refine the idea909

to make it more manoeuvrable and can be applied on general910

topic models. There are two directions to dig further. Firstly, for911

more complicated topic models, it might be viewed as a com-912

bination of some simpler models and thus are solvable based913

on our method. Secondly, our method is specially developed for914

Gaussian distributed random variables. For some other simple915

distributions, their algebra has been discussed in [23], [24], [27],916

etc. It is our future work to develop some general frameworks917

to combine all these distributions together.918

For our staged recommendation framework, we will extend919

our ideas to further applications such as product recommenda-920

tion, media retrieval, etc. One problem of the current method921

is that in the first stage, some real friend might be omitted. We922

will further study how to increase the recalls in the first stage.923

We will develop other algorithms in each of our two stages,924

and to utilise the information form different domains. We will925

also make some studies about the ranks of the information from926

different domains. That is, which data should be applied in the927

first stage to achieve better performance. In the last, we can also928

introduce the concept of deep learning in our scenario for more929

efficient feature learning.930
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